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A Pho t ographic Record of Selected Indus tr ie s 
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Department : Industrial and Technical Education 
This thesis is primarily a photographic study of past and present 
industries of ox Elder County, Utah. A variety of i nd stries have been 
established in this county since it was firs t s e ttled in 1851 . This 
study illustrates the varying degrees of growth and recession of ind s-
tries within the county and also depicts the many changes in industry 
over the past century . 
The main purpose of the study was to gather photographs and pert i-
nent informa t i on concerning the major industries of the county . I t was 
proposed that t his material would be useful t o industrial arts teachers 
in their r esponsibil ity of presenting indus t ry to the students in their 
classes. Others interes ted in industry would a lso ben efit from the 
study. 
Research was done to find photographs and inf ormation i n the major 
areas of Minerals, Manufacturing, Electric Light and Power : Transporta-
tion, and Communication . A total of 128 photographs are presented , some 
dating back as far as the 1860 ' s when early industries were comparatively 
new. 
INTRODUCT 0 
Box Elder Count y has b een t he host of many va ried and i nteres t-
ing industr i es. From the hi gh moun t ain va l l ey s t t h arid d es er ts , 
indus t r i es have b een bor n , lived us e f ul and som t imes exci t ing l i ves 
and then passed away. Some have lived on , to produce more a nd better 
goods or services, a nd are thriving concern t oday, such a s sugar 
refining , flour mi l ling, railroa ds , mi ne r a l exp lor ation and recovery, 
to name but a few. Today i t i s possib le to s e h e f i ery blast , and 
hear the awe some roar of solid propellant rocke t mo t ors as th ey devel op 
up to one and a half million pounds of th r us t. 
Statement of the Probl em 
A his t ory of Box Elde r County ha s been wri tten a nd was pub l i s hed 
in 1938 by th e Box Elder Chapter of the Daught ers of Ut ah Pion er s and 
contains many i n t eresting writings on ear ly day indus t ries; however 
only a few pho tographs are found within it s pages. Ano t her work wa s 
found that para lleled this one to a certain extent. Thi s wa s the 
his tory of the Brigham City Fourth Wa rd, entit led "Through th e Yea r s." 
It was wr itten by a numb er of contribu ting writer f r o this a r ea a nd 
is indeed a valua b l e historica l document . Though hi s tori ca l wr i t ings 
of Box El der County were f ound, wh i ch provided s o e of t he needed r e-
source material , a rich l y il l ustrat ed acco un t of indust ry cou l d not 
be fou nd . 
I ndustry has undergone r a pid growth and deve l opment during the 
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past centur y . An understanding and apprecia ti on of t h past provid es 
a foundation on which t o bu ild the fu ture. Th - sud . ts enroll din 
school today wi] 1 bu ild our i ndustri 1 to orrow and therefore shou ld 
have an understand ing of how industries near a and had t h i r beg i -
nings and t h e fa ctor t ha contributed to t.h i r u c s s or fa i lure . 
Many of the old buildings are disappea ring one by one , victims 
of fire, the relent les s pounding of the elemen t s , or to ake way for 
new structures . Photographs of the old industr i s s e t o gradually 
meet the same fat e as the her itage th y try o pres erve . They are 
consumed by fi r e, ruined by flood , faded by t i e and du s t , or t hough t-
lessly discarded by their owners. 
Specifically state, then , the pr o l em exis ted. of bringing together 
all ava ilable photographs of past industries as wel l a s ga thering photo-
graphs of current industries to be brought togeth er i to one vo l ume for 
their preservation and use by those concer ned wi t h t h industrial past 
of Box Eld e r County. 
Purposes of the Study 
The obj ectives of th is work could be s t ed in the fol lowing 
manner: 
l . wa s proposed tha t thr ough this st dy, a photographic 
r ecord of selected industries of ox Elder Coun t y , pa t and presen t , 
would be brought together as completely as po ssib l 
2. Interesting and pertinent findings concerning these industries, 
as obtained by research, would be r ecorded. 
3 . The photographic record woul d be devel oped so as to be useful 
3 
. ~ndustrial arts program at the secondary level . 
~n an .._ 
Sources of Data and Met hod of Study 
In proceeding with this work, a thorough st dy of a l l pert inent 
literature was made . Pho tographs and infor mation sere collected by 
contacting indus t rial concerns current ly operating and people who ha d 
been associated with firms no longer in operatio . Other rich sources 
included the f i les of the local newspapers, profess i onal photographers 
and the Utah Historical Society . Some photogr aph- and information 
were found amo ng la iv ' s and d ce ndants of those who were associated 
with early ind stries. Photographs of current i ndustries, and photo-
graphic copi es of old or rare photographs , were taken or reproduced by 
the writer . 
Many miles were traveled to gether th e photogra phs and informa-
tion presented here . One trip alone, to the Vipon t mines in the north-
west corner of the county and the tungsten workings near Lucin, covered 
413 miles. The old Central Pacific railroad grad e was traveled by Jeep 
continuously from Promontory Summit to L cin, through t he ghost remains 
of Kelton and Te r ace , once thriving commu ities along the old railroad. 
All that is left sta nding in th ese one prosp ro s communities is some 
of the grave stones in their bleak cemeteries . 
When the study was begun, considerable thought was given as to 
how the problem could be approached in an organized, efficient ma nner . 
The two forms (Calendar of Searches a nd W r k h e t) shown in Appendix 
B were developed at that time and proved to be of great value as the 
work proceeded . These are adaptations of for ~ of ten used in research. 
As con trac
ts were made the need for a calling card beca e apparen t. 
Us ed to r emind people contacted of the study in progress This was 
· them the name, address, and telephone num er of the writer and gl.ve 
ld b e contacted if any informat i on or ol d photographs were so he cou 
found. 
The Utah State University Library and the Brigham City Public 
Library were s earched and provided mu ch interesting information. Most 
issues of the "B gler" (a weekly newspaper publi hed in Brigham City 
in the 1890 ' s ) are available in the Brigham Ci t y Public Library and 
provide a vivid insight into the "City of Hom s " during the 1890's. 
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The writer visited many of the senior citizens of the county who 
were known to have been associated with ear l y i ndustries or who were 
descendants of those who were employed by early indus tries . These 
visits were often very rewarding as the " old t i mers" would tell of 
their experiences and bring to life the happenings of the past . Some 
of these interviews should have been preserved by tape recording . 
Specia l permission was obtained from the Graduate Office to 
deviate from the standard 1 inch margin requirement in printing the 
photographs in order that photographs of unu sua l proportions could be 
printed and also to more efficiently utilize the photographic space. 
Limitations of the Study 
As this study was undertaken , it soon became apparent that time 
would be a real limiting factor. Each industry became a great challenge 
and often times continued search wou l d fail to produce a single photo-
graph . Most of the research was done during t he months of June, July, 
5 
August , and September of 1966 a nd the wri t i g wa s done the following 
fall and winter. 
This s udy was l i ited to the geographi c boundar i es of Box Elder 
County . Oct. s i n11.ally a pho t ograph was us .d tha t w s taken outside of 
th county if i wa the only one avai lab l e and wa closely associated 
with th count y . Examples are Figures 110 and 1.13 which show an OL&I 
freight train on Logan°s ma in street and t e f irst train t o arrive in 
Malad, Idaho . hese trains traveled through Bo l der County to get 
to their des tinat ions . 
This study was also limited to i ndu t r i es a d wa not intended 
to present a gen ral history of the county. or was it intended to 
be a complete history of industry in the county, but r ather a photo-
graphic record of selected insutries as its name i mpl ies . 
The availa bility of old photographs wa s an.oth r limiting factor 
in this study . Although many were found , i t is felt that there are 
many more which could be found by additiona l r esearch. 
Review of Literatur e 
In t h . st t ment of the problem , reference was made to two 
his tori s : the "History of Box Elder County, nl and "Through the Yea rs. 112 
i 
The History of ox Elder County which wa s compiled by t he Box Elder 
County Chapter of the Daughters of Utah Pioneers , was the richest 
historical source found concerning the county . It conta ins several 
1naughters of Utah Pioneers , Box Elder County Company . History 
of ox Elder County , about 1958 . Available i n P t a ta e University 
Libra ry and r i gham Cit Public Library. 
2Br i ham City Eigh t l a .cd , " h gh th YE n • . i 1 1953 . Available 
in the Brigham City Public L ~b rary. 
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chapters on industries . Chapter three i s .n ti led "Trans por t ation 
• • II and commun1ca 1on . hap t. r s even , " ~arly Day Industries, " chapter 
nine "Co-op Days' and chapt r ten , " i l ls a nd · c t:or i s, " al l contain 
rich histor i cal i nformat i on a nd prove c l ·o th po s s ible l oca tion 
of phot.ogr phs t ha : cou . d be used in thi s th is . 
"Through t he ea rs 11 i s a pa pe r ound bo ok of 68 pages writ ten 
by many contribut ing wr iters of the righam i ty Fou r t h L.D.S. Wa rd . 
As stated in its preface , this book was writ en as a hi s ory of t he 
L . D.S . Fourth Wa r d; however, it i no t l i it d t o the Ward, but con-
t a ins any i nt res t:ing wr itings a nd photogr ph.· of t he entire city 
A s ea r ch was made a ong t he writers for the or i gina l manuscript of 
this booL It was f o nd tha t each section w s pparently returned to 
the vario s wri ters and the photographs were retur ed to their owners. 
I th r s arch for t hi s thesis th wri er fo nd some of th e sa photo-
graphs, proba l y fro th same sources in ~s ~ cases . Only six of the 
128 photographs sed in this work a re th s me as those used in "Through 
the ear II 
In checking t heses t ha t have bee n written , i t was found tha t 
s everal ha ve b een wr i tten on t opics whi ch have s ome relationship to 
the present s udy. 0 was writ ten by Ca l v in R. Beck3 in 1958 en t itled , 
'~ Phot ogr phic Record of Physical Faci l i i es f or _eachi g I dustrial 
Arts in Se l c t d Li r ~t Sc ools . " The r ela tionship of thi s thesis with 
the present study is that it i ·s · a pho tographic record a nd pres ent s some 
early informa t i on as wel l as cur rent information at the time of the 
. 
3
calvin R. Beck . 1958 . A_Photogra phi c Record of Phys ical Facil-
lties fo r Teach ing Indu strial Arts i n Selec ted Ut ah Schools. Unpublished 
Master ' s thesis, Utah State University, Logan, L' tah. 
writing . 
Ano ther t hesis that i s r elated to the pres ent study is 
one written by J ames Lew i s H nd r ickso n4 in 1960 and i s entitled, 
"A Pi ctoria l Presen ation of Furniture Manufactured in Utah, 1847-
7 
1957 ." Thi s thes i s p r e sents 65 photogr a phs s howing furni t u re manu-
fa ctured i n U h f r ore th t i~ e of a rr i a l o t he Mo on Pion eer to 
th e present time. i 1 1 another thes i wri t ten by Phi lip E. Soren-
sen5 in 195 7 enti tl ed , "A Cor pora t e and F i nanc ia l Hi story of the 
Utah- I daho Centr a l Ra i lro d," pres ent a n conomi c and hi s toria1 
study of this r a i l road which spa nned Box Elder Co ty from Hot Springs 
to Coll i ns t on until i t wa s a a ndoned in 1947. 
A very i nf ormative ar ticl e on the old coope r ative movement in 
Brigham Ci ty was wr itt n by Dr . Leon r d J . Arr i ng ton, 6 Prof essor of 
Economics at Utah S ate n iversity. hi s a rtic l e gives a vivid i n-
sight into t he cooper i ndustries of the 1870 1 s a nd contains photo-
graphs of the old Tannery, · he Boot Factory , the Dairy , and the 
Woolen Mills. 
The wr iting of Bernice Gibbs Anderson , Jes se Harold J ameson, 7 
and Robert M. " tley , 8 as published in th e Utah i stor ica l Quarterly 
and t he SUP . ews, bring to life the meet ing of the rai l s at Promon-
tory and give a n account of the early days i n Corinne. 
4 J ames L. Hend:t itks on . . A Pic t oria 1 Presentation of Furniture Man-
ufactured in Utah 1847-57 . Unpublished MS thesis, Utah State University,l960. 
5
sorenson, Phillip E. 1959. A C~rporate and Financial Hi s tory 
of the Utah- Idaho Central Railroad . Unpublished MS thesis. Utah State 
University Library , Logan , Utah. 
6
Arrington , Leonard J. 1965 . Cooperative Community in th e North--
Br i gham City, Utah. Utah Historical Quarter ly 33 (3):197-217. 
7Anderson , Bernice Gibbs , and J es se Harold J ameson. 1959 . The 
Saga of the Good Ship City of Corinne . SUP News 6(4-5) : 13. 
8utley, Robert M. 1961. The Dash to Promontory. Utah Historical 
Quart erly , April 1961 . 
8 
The Brigham City ug ler , 9 a weekly newspap er published in 
Brigham Ci ty dur ing t he 1890 1 , ives deta i ls of t h coming of 
electr i city and cu l ina y water t o this communi ·y . The d evelopment 
of new flour il. l i ng monument manu fac ure , a nd o th r industri e s are 
also reported i n its pages. 
9Brigha Ci t y B gl r. Weekly news aper p blished i n Brigham 
City before 1900 . Jun 14 , 18_90 fi rst iss e) t o J e 6 , 1896, 
available in three bound volumes i n th e Br i gham City Public Library. 
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
Minerals 
Manufacture of Adobes and Bricks 
Some of the first industries associated with Brigham City and 
Box Elder County were those necessary to provide shelter and food. 
soon after Brigham City was platted, in the spring of 1855, home 
construction began outside of the Fort. The first adobe house built 
outside of the old Fort was the John D. Reese home, which is shown 
clearly on location in Figure 68. It faced west on Third East Street, 
at the intersection of Third East and Forest Streets. This indicates 
that the manufacture of adobes began in 1855. 
The second adobe house built in Brigham City was built by 
Christian Hansen. He and his wife Elizabeth made the adobes from the 
clay near the spring that is located by the highway just north of the 
present Brigham City golf course. This home still stands today and is 
located at Thirteen North on Second East Street. Dr. Huchel bought 
the home about twenty-five years ago. He remodeled it with stucco 
exterior and orange tile roof to resemble Spanish architecture and 
even today it is one of the most delightful homes in the city. 
The old adobe pits located near the end of Watery Lane are shown 
as t hey appear today in Figure l. Although grown in with grass, and 
currently used for pasture, the depressions where the clay was dug are 
still evident. In 1891 Erastus Hansen advertized, "First class adobes 
10 
Figure 1. The old adobe beds west of Brigham City as they appear today . 
Clay for many of the old adobe structures was dug here, moulded into 
adobe bricks and baked in the sun. 
Figure 2. This old lime kiln, loca ted about 2 miles north of Brigham 
City, is believed to be the old Co-op kiln which burned lime that was 
used for mortar and white wash for many of the early structures built 
in the Brigham City area. 
l i 
h d nl Adobes were used in home construction until only $7.00 a t ousan . 
th turn of the century. Burned bricks as well as adobes were after e 
made by the spring just west of the road and about one-half mile north 
of Brigham City. Bricks were also burned in the 1890's in kilns fired 
by gas from the gas well west of the city. 
Lime .......... 
The remains of two old lime kilns can be found near Brigham City. 
Figure 2 shows the one located by the side of the highway approximately 
two miles north of the city. It is believed that this kiln was oper-
ated by the Co-op in the 1860's and 70's. The other kiln is shown in 
Figure 3 as it appeared while under construction in about 1890 and in 
Figure 4 as it appears today. It narrowly escaped destruction the last 
time the highway was widened and improved. The highway graders cut 
through the old loading place in front of the kiln, exposing a cross-
section of the loading area. Notice in the current photograph the 
white band of lime varying in width from about one to three feet in 
front of the kiln. This was probably waste and also spillings as the 
wagons were loaded there. In the old photograph, James Sherfield, 
builder of the kiln, is standing on the corner to the left. Even 
though handicapped, Sheffield was a hard worker and accomplished much 
in his day. Charles Sheffield, son of James Sheffield, currently 
resides in Brigham City and as a boy he worked with his father at 
this kiln. He tells of hauling loads of coal up the canyon with team 
and wagon and bringing back loads of lime on the return trips. Lime 
1 . The Br~gham Cit y Bugler, July 11, 1891. 
Figure 3. The Sheffield lime kiln shown under construction about 1892 . 
Located on the turn, just north of Mantua, this kiln operated until 
about 1910. James Sheffield, who built and operated this kiln, is 
standing to the left on the corner of the kiln. 
Figure 4. The Sheffie ld lime kiln as it appears today (1966) A white 
band of lime can be seen just below the kiln. This was recently un-
covered by the highway graders when the road was widened and improved. 
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rock located near the kiln was used in making the lime. A grate was 
located in the arch of the kiln and a large circular chamber extended 
upward to an opening in the top where the kiln was loaded with alter-
nate layers of coal and lime rock. After being charge properly, the 
kiln was then fired. Mr. Sheffield stated that when the kiln was burn-
ing well it burned with an intense blue flame. While in production it 
was kept burning continually, the coal and lime rock being loaded into 
the top of the kiln and the lime being drawn from the bottom. Each 
day about 2 1/2 tons of coal were loaded into the kiln with the lime 
rock. In return the kiln would produce 50 to 75 bushels of lime, which 
after cooling was loaded and hauled to Brigham City. Here it was used 
primarily for mortar for building purposes. 
Lime kilns were also built in other locations in Box Elder County. 
In 1892 it was reported from Collinston: "D . P. Tarpey is opening up 
big stone quarries at the fossil mound near the school house and also 
erecting several lime kilns there. 112 These were apparently never 
developed to the extent reported. 
Joseph Orme made lime at Lakeside and Elias Jensen made lime and 
burned bricks in the fields west of Brigham using his gas well to fire 
his kilns. 
Gas 
In about 1887 gas was discovered in the fields west of Brigham 
City. Elias Jensen had planted an orchard on his property and was 
drilling for water when he struck gas instead. George Craghead was 
drilling for water about 2 miles north of the Jensen well and struck 
2The Brigham Bugler, November 12, 1892. 
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gas at this location also. In the first part of June 1890, a large 
flow of gas was struck about half way between the Jensen and Craghead 
flows . At a d epth of 170 feet gas was encountered which resulted in 
a spectacular gusher. The diameter of the well outlet was only 1 1/2 
inches; however, this spou ted sand and water about 75 feet in the air 
and the roa r of the escaping gas could be heard. a quarter of a mile 
away. It was repor t ed that when the gas was ignited in the night, 
peopl e could see their shadows while walking on the streets of Brigham 
City a mi l e and a ha l f away. 
Need less to say, this gas discovery caused much excitement in 
Brigham City and su rrounding area. The supply seemed to be inexhaust-
ible and plans were made to pipe it into the city; however, after only 
several months, the Bug l er reported tha t the new gas well was "clogged 
up ." I t seems that all of the gas wells in this area have been victims 
of the same f ate. The gas is apparently contained in pockets, and 
aft er a spectacular beginning, they diminish and then flow water and 
mud . 
Long after the gas discoveries of the Nineties were forgotten, 
new excitement flared when gas was discovered at the Bear River Bird 
Refuge in the summer of 1931 . 
The opening up of a na t ural gas pocket, estimated from one 
mill i on cubic feet upward, on the government project at Bear 
River Bay, west of this ci ty , has created considerable interest 
locally and throughout the state . The pocket was opened up last 
week by a crew of government workers who were drilling for 
water, under t he direction of Eng i neer Vanez T. Wilson. At 
about 300 feet, the dril lers struck a hard pan and after drill-
ing through this had subs t ance, struck gas at a depth of about 
310 feet. The escaping gas thr ew mud Bnd water to a height of 
more t han 100 feet, a nd has continued t o flow uncontrolled 
since Wednesday . The pressure has been estimated variously at 
from 300 to 400 pounds per square inch. A six inch casing, 
which had been placed b y the workers, dropped down when the 
pocke t was reached and became useless. Arch Hull of this 
city who is working on the project, said Saturday the escap-
ing gas had opened a hole in the ground about fifteen feet 
in diameter and the surging mud and gas l0oks like a crater . 3 
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History had repeated itself . The exploration was for water and 
gas was discovered instead, and the resultant flow was a spectacular 
gusher. Ano ther well was sunk and place under control as reported 
in t he Box Eld er News as fo l l ows : 
A new gas well has been developed on the government pro-
ject at the Bear River Ba y wild bird refuge west of this city, 
according to Vanez T . Wilson of this city, engineer in charge. 
An 8 inch casing was sunk to a depth of nearly 400 feet, by 
Wesley Stoddard of Ogden, and on Saturday a flow of marsh gas 
was encountered , which was put under control. On Sunday the 
gas was let of f t hrough a two inch pipe and when set on fire 
the flames shot into the ai r upwards of about 75 feet. The 
pressure of the gas is sa id to be about 100 pounds to the 
square inch . 
According to Mr . Wi ls on, the gas will be used in heating 
and lighting the government buildings at the Bear River Bay 
Refuge and it i s b e lieved that sufficient gas has been tapped 
ro supply the needs of a city of from 5,000 to 6,000 inhabi-
tants . The new well is not far from the former well that was 
drill ed on the marshes during the summer and which went out of 
cont r ol, forming sort of a crater, which has been bubbling 
and seething since that time . When the new well was opened, 
the pressure on the ol d we ll c eas ed considerably and plans 
ar e now u nde r way to s eal it up . 
The government is dri ll ing at the marshes for the pur-
pose of obtaining a supply of culinary water, and the new 
well, Mr . Wilson says , will be drilled deeper or until a 
supply of water i s obtained .4 
This gas well was used t o heat , cook, and generate electricity at the 
Bird Re fuge until 1949 when the f low diminished below a usable level. 
At this time t he well became erratic and began to flow mud and water. 
Suitabl e drinking water was never found at this location and still 
3 
The Box Elder News, August 25, 1931. 
4The Box Elder News, December 1 , 1931. 
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has to be trucked in today . Figures 5 and 6 show the gas strike at 
the Bear River Bird Refuge in August of 1931 . The gusher shown i s 
probably typical of the gas strikes in the fields west of Brigham 
around 1890. 
At Duckville, about 1 mile east of the ear River Bird Refuge 
headquarters, a gas well was also drilled i n the ear ly 1930 1 s. It is 
still used today for cooking and heating during t he duck hunting 
season, and is reported to be holding at about 150 pounds pressure . 
This well has not been used to the extent tha t the well at the Refuge 
headquarters was used . 
Oil Exploration 
There has been some recent oil exploration in Box Elder County 
by the Gulf Oil Corporation . Two dry holes were drilled near the 
asphalt seeps, on the shores of Great Salt Lake, approximately 10 
miles south of Rozel. The "State Rozel {fl" is shown in Figure 7 as 
it app ears today. The 4 inch pipe extends about 5 feet above the 
ground level and the top is closed and welded. Another try in this 
locality was the "Leonora Bullen {fl" which was drilled 1 mile to the 
east. Beginning in Apri J q.:- _1, Gu'H drilled another dry hole, the 
"Adams Il l , 11 which was located about 1 m.:. i 1 iJu: ~ . • E::o' o[ t.he Thiokol 
administration building at Lampo . Grant Steele was the ulf geologist 
on location. The drilling was done by the Brinkerhoff Drilling Company 
of Denver, Colorado . Their rig is shown in Figure 8 , as it app eared on 
April 8, 1963 , about the time dri lling wa s commencing . The derrick was 
150 feet high. Because of the lack of water in the area the convention-
al mud drilling method was not used . A newer method, using compressed 
Figure 5 . The old drill rig which was 
dri ll ing f or water at the Bear River 
Bird Refuge in 1931 and struck gas 
instead. This gas was used to cook, 
heat, and generate electricity until 
1949 when the f low diminished below a 
usable leve l . This gas wa s analyzed 
as marsh gas and was discovered at a 
depth of 310 feet . 
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Figure 6. The gusher resulting 
from one of the gas pockets 
opened up at the Bear River 
Bird Refuge in 1931. This 
gusher is probably typical of 
the fi rs t ga s strike west of 
Brigham City in about 1887, 
when Elias Jensen was dri ll-
ing for i rrigation water and 
struck gas instead. 
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Figure 7. This is the site of a recent oil exploration by the Gulf Oil 
Corporation. Located near the aspha lt seeps, on the shore of Great 
Salt Lake, 10 mi les s ou th of Roz e l, this explora tion was named the 
"State Rozel 1f1. 11 Planking was used to suppor t the drill rig. 
Figure 8. Another deep oil exploration by Gulf was t he "Adams 1Fl" 
located 1 mile west of Thiokol. Shown here as drilling began in 
i l 1963 . Drill ing reached 8,000 ft. without encountering oil. 
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air to blow out the hole, was employed . A battery of about eight 
large diesel driven compressors, furnished by Technical Air Service 
of Texas , provided the compressed air . The roar of these compres-
sors in operation was almost deafening . The drilling was a continu-
ous operation and employed 5 men per shift . After several weeks of 
operation they reported drilling had reached 1400 feet . Some water 
had been encountered but was reported to be too salty for drinking 
or irrigation. Total exploration was set for 8,000 feet and it is 
believed they drilled to this depth without encountering oil . 
The Rozel asphalt seeps have seen many attempts over the years 
to tap their possible wealth . The first recorded attempt was by the 
LaSalle Mineral Company, who in 1907 drilled to a total depth of 
1,400 feet . Located on the shores of Great Salt Lake , the thick , 
black petroleum substance ooz es to the surface along the shore and 
in some places beneath the surface of the lake . The material resembles 
asphalt but is reported not to be asphalt and was named "Utenoil" by 
Gulf who explored this area in 1962 . l he tenoil is believed to be 
in a honeycomb formation, in a semisolid state, at depths of 150 to 
250 feet, rather than in a large pool . Some geologists have supported 
a theory that the oi l is not leaking from ancient beds but is 4 , 000 
or less years old and is generated in the sediments of the saline 
waters of the Great Salt Lake . 
The remains of an early attempt to tap the oil seeps is shown 
in Figure 9. Since this operation was built on pilings , it was evidently 
undertaken when the level of the lake was higher . 5 The old boiler 
5Great Salt Lake has been gauged since 1850. The highest recorded 
level was in 1873 and the lowest in 1940. The difference between the 
two extreme levels was 18 feet . 
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Figure 9. The remains of an early attempt to tap the asphalt near Rozel. 
The thick black substance seeps from t he ground here and beneath the 
surface of the lake nearby. An old boiler can be seen lying beneath t he 
shed indicating that steam was used to melt the formation. 
Figure 10 . . Charles E. King and Associates, a Texas oil firm, is currently 
(1966) developing the asphalt seeps and has met with some success. Oil is 
heated and forced into the formation, melting it so it can be pumped. 
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rusting beneath the shed indicates that steam was used in drilling 
and/or melting the formation so it could be brought to the surface. 
Charles E. King and Associates, a Texa s oil firm, is currently 
(1966) d e iJe loping this site . Their opera tion is shown in Figure 10 . 
Th~y have fi ve or si:x wells currently producing and another one being 
drilled on the location of the derrick . The center of Figure 10 shows 
a building which houses a diesel electric plant and an oil heater . 
The electric plant is used to power the electric motor driven well 
pumps and the heater heats a special oil to 400 degrees which is then 
circulated through a coil in the bottom of the well to melt the Uten-
oil so it can be pumped to the surface . When heated to 200 degrees 
or more, a conventional oil pump can be used to bring this ma t erial 
to the surface, To the right and left of the building can be seen 
two of the wells. As the Utenoil is pumped to the surface it is 
stored in the tanks on the far side of the building. Since this 
material has good insulation qualities, little additional heating 
is required to keep it liquified until it is transferred to tank 
trucks and shipped to a Salt Lake Refin ry for furthe r ~· · · :~ sei~g. 
Utneoil is used for waterproofing and insulating and brings more on 
the market t han crude oil. Jack Wright is manager of this operation 
which so far has been successful. Fu t u e s ucce will depend on how 
far out from the core of the well the material can be successfully 
melted . Other means might also be used to melt the formation. 
Salt and Other Lake Minerals 
The major part of the ·reat Salt Lake is within Bo Eldec County . 
Here lies a great store of mineral wealth. Salt , magnesium, potash, 
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and other minerals are contai od in the briney waters of the lake. 
The early pioneers had t im ~ t salt rom the East which made i t 
rather expensive. With the salty lake s o near at hand, efforts were 
soon undertaken to extract salt from the lake. An early effort was 
begun in 1864 by George Parsons and William eeley who s e t up some 
evaporators near the mouth of Bear River, and using the willows that 
grew along the river for fuel, evaporated the lake water to manufact-
ure table salt. 7 The lake water was hauled by wagon to the evapor-
ators, making this a rather slow and difficult operation. 
In 1872 William Craghead made evaporating ponds on the lake shore 
southwest of Brigham. (The lake reached its highest recorded level in 
1873.) He was thus able to evaporate large amounts of salt water and 
produce great quantities of salt economically much as it is done today . 
He shipped salt that was used in the mining and smelting industry for 
fluxing. A few years later the lake receded, and due to the flatness 
of the lake bed it left his operation far from the salt waters of the 
lake and he was forced to abandon the salt business. There is evidence 
that sal t was produced at this location until 1890 . 8 This salt prop-
erty was so l d in 189 2 and t here are no fu rther indications that salt 
was ever produced t here a gain . The remains of the old evaporating 
ponds are. still in evidence . 
Others who have produced salt in Box Elder County include Orson 
and John Merrill who manufactured salt from the warm springs at the 
headwaters of Salt Creek. Lars Christensen and Christian Larson also 
6The Box Elder News, December 12, 1965, p . 10 . 
7naughters of Utah Pioneers , Box Elder Chapter, History of Box 
Elder County, p. 88. 
8rhe Brigham Bugler, November 12 , 1890 , and March 12, 1892. 
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produced salt. R. V. Call produced salt at Promontory Point for sev-
eral years beginning in 1935 . Frank E. Jensen of Brigham City worked 
there for Mr. Call and said that they harvested the salt from the 
evaporating ponds by shovel and wheelba rrow. 
For a number of years, beginning about 1940 . a salt firm known 
as the Quaker Salt Company produced salt at Monument Point on the 
north shore of the lake. This was a stock company and the major 
stock holders were as follows : J . C. Wo• 
and J. H. Olson . 
L . W- ,=~ , Da id Priest, 
The only firm manufacturing salt in Box Elder County at the 
present time is the Lake Crystal Stalt Company . It is located at 
Saline, a mile or two west of Promontory Point . This plant is owned 
b · Hi'l rol d .Fi t>n ce d od i - s hown a s it appears today ( 1966) in Figure 12 . 
It was founded by M. G. Pence, father of the current owner. It em-
ploys seven people continuously and produces all grades of salt~ -com­
mercial, water softener, etc. 
Currently large commercial interests are looking at the lake with 
multiple mineral development in mind . The Lithium Corporation of 
America and Salzdetfurth of Hanover, West Germany , have conducted 
research which indicates that it would be technically and economically 
possible to produce potash, sodium sulfate , magnesium salts , and com-
pounds, and lithium from the brines of the lake .9 
There has been a great controversy during the past year (1965-66) 
over who owns or should own the lands exposed as the lake has receded. 
9 Deseret News, February 15, 1966, p. C-4. 
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Figure 11. A view of Great Salt Lake looking west over the center of 
the lake fr om Promontory Point . This lake contain s vast mineral re-
sources in the form of dissolved salts. Several large chemical firms 
are curren t l y planning to extract potash, magnesium, sodium sulphate, 
and lithium from the brines of t he lake. 
Figure 12. The Lake Crystal Salt Co. owned by Harold Pence a nd loca ted 
at Promontory Point i s the only salt plant n ow operating i n the county. 
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The contest has been primarily be tween the Federal and State go ern-
ments; however, privat e land owners have a l so been involved. Thi 
legal entanglement has somewhat held up industrial development, the 
industrialists now known whom to dea l with for land leases and other 
land probl ems . It appears that final settlement of this issue will 
be in favor of the State . 
Cement 
Early in the 1890 1 s Henry C. Baker discovered the marl deposits 
located about 5 miles northwest of Brigham City . He succeeded in 
selling the potential of this deposit to C. A. Day of Chicago who had 
considerable financial backing . Mr . Day organized t he Ogden Portland 
Cement Company, bui l t a plant a nd began manufa ctur ing c ement in 1909. 
The location of this operation is shown in Figure 13 as it appears 
today . The large excavations where the a rl and clay were removed 
appear as ponds on the photograph . The cement p l ant can be seen in 
its ear ly days and in its maturity before the fir in Figures 1.4 and 
15 . The p l ant opera ted seasonally, closing down for several months 
in the winter. When operating at full capac ity in its latter year 
this plant cou l d produce abou t 1,200 barrel s of ce ent per day , a 
barrel be ing the equivalent of four bags of 94 pounds each . 
Henry C. Baker di ed at his home in Ogden on Thursday, J une 19, 
1930, and did not live to s ee the cement plant burn . Lit tle m9re tha n 
a year later on August 30 , 1931, a Sunday morning a t 4 : 20a.m. , f ire 
of unknown origin started in the f rame s t ructures of t he plant and 
burned the west frame bu i l dings up t o the cent r stacks . The . righam 
City Fire Department was summoned but could not r espond because of a 
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Figure 13. The marl deposits located several miles northwest of Brigham 
City as they appear from the mountain to the east. The large ponds 
are excavations where the marl and clay were removed and hau led by rail 
to the plant nearby to be made into cement. 
Figure 14. The Cement Plant, built in 1909, is shown here in opera-
tion about 1915. H. C. Baker discovered the marl deposits and located 
t he necessary capital to build the plant. 
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Figure 15. The Cement Plant as it appeared in 1925-30 before the fire. 
The long frame building (from the center of the photograph to the left 
edge) burned on August 30, 1931 , a nd the plant never operated again. 
This plant produced 4800 bags (94 pounds each) of cement per day. 
Figure 16. The cement plant ruins as they appear today (1966). Little 
is lef t except the crumbling cement structures that appear to t he 
righ t in t h e photograph above. The new interstate highway passes 
immediately in front of the old ruins. The structure on t he far 
l eft is part of a highway overpass. 
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local ordinance forbidding th e fire department to leave the ci t y . 
Ogden was called for he l and r esponded with a truck and a numb er of 
Ogden firemen who together with the Brigham Ci t y fir emen , f i na lly 
extinguished the blaze. 10 The fire had taken its t oll . Des troyed 
were the buildings containing the stock hou se , fin ishing grinding 
department , the tile plant, and other property . The cement plant 
was never operated again . Some of the cement s t ructures as they 
stand today in ruins are shown in Figure 1.6 . 
Monument Manufacture 
The Box Elder Marble and Granite Works was founded in 1877 and 
was located one and one-half blocks sou th of the Tabernacle on ME in 
Street . J ohn H. Bbtt was the proprietor and manufactured monumen ts, 
tablets, headstones and did custom work of a l l kinds . In 189 2 , ot t 
purchased the grist mill on th e corner of Second North and Fou rth East 
Streets and using the water power there was able to increase his out-
put somewhat. Figure 17 is an early view of the rear of the mill 
showing the stock storage, loading, and moving facilities. The dis-
play yard was located at about 78 North Main Street and is shown as 
it appeared in 1919 i n Figure 18 . Still in operation today , the con-
cern is called the J ohn H. Batt and Sons Company and is operated by 
Max Batt, a grandson of the founder . One of the oldest operating 
firms in the county, as well as the West , this historic business is 
shown in Figure 20 as it appears today . 
10The Box Elder News , September l , 19 l. 
Figure 17. The rear yard of the John H. Bott & Sons Monument Co . as 
it appeared in t he early days. Stone work f or bui ld ing purpo s es 
was also processed in this mi ll . 
Figure 18. The John H. Bott display yard located on North Main in 
Brigham City as it appeared in 1919 . Victor J. Bott, who was em-
ployed t here at that time , is standing in the foreground. 
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Figure 19. John H. Bott & Sons setting t he large s tone columns in 
front of t he new court h ouse in Brigham City . The new court house 
was bui lt on t he front of the old building , the tower of which can 
be seen t o th e rear. This tower was removed when the new building 
was completed. 
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Figure 20. This his tor ic bui l ding, bui l t a s a gri st mi ll in 1855, 
was converted t o a monument mi ll in 1892 and ha s been opera ted as 
such since tha t time by the J ohn H. Bott f ami l y. 
Figure 21 . This r ock quarr y locat ed a t Park Va l l ey i s opera t ed by 
Gl en E. Ful l er & Associate s and produces a beautiful green bu i l d i ng 
stone that is shipp ed throughout the count r y. The mi ll in the 
lower l eft por tion of the phot ·o produces gr een a ggrega t e a ll sizes. 
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Stone Quarries 
Rock wa s u sed o a c ns i era e ex en for bu i l ding pur poses 
in the ea r l y days. a of e o der ui dings i n righam Ci ty and 
throughout the county are bu il t of roc k or conta in r ock foundat i ons . 
The famou s Tabernacle, the Co- op Building (now the First Secur i ty 
Bank) , Merre ll's Pla n ing Mi ll , t h e Baron Wool en ills , and the old 
Tannery all have rock walls that were laid in th e ea r ly days in 
Brigham City. Some fine rock home , bu i lt in t he early days and sti l l 
in use today can be found along the highway through Harper and Willar d . 
A rock wall was planned to surround Brigham City along Fourth East, 
Fourth West, Second North, and Sec ond South Streets . These streets 
were first named East Wall, West Wal l , Nort h Wall, and Sou t h Wall 
Streets, respectively. The wall was only partia l l y built . It s pur 
pose (to protect from Indians) became unnecessary and the effort was 
abandoned. A family could earn a lot within its boundaries by laying 
up a specified length of this wall . This provided incentive to he lp 
get the job done. 
Rock for building purposes was p len tiful along the mountains 
east and north of Brigham City. Variou s types of stone were di s cov-
ered in the surrounding mountains including marb l e , s late , onyx, 
granite, and sandstone . 
Western Box Elder County has been a grea t producer of building 
and decorative stone in recent yea rs , A number of rock quarri es are 
located in the Park Valley, Rosett e : a d Lynn a reas . One of the 
larger operations is the green rock qua r r y a t Park Va l l y. It is 
operated by Glen E. F ller and is shown in Figure 21 . · lai r Sorensen 
and Steve Anderson have shipped r ock recently from th i r quarry 
located above the Ros ebud Ranch , sou hw s of Park a] l ey. 
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The largest rock quarry in t he cou n -y is locat:ed at. Pr omontory 
Point and was operated to produce fi ll nd rip-r p f or th rock f i ll 
railroad causewa across the lake . h So th rn Pa ific also has 
quarry at Lakeside on the west side of .h lak . A large quarry wa 
operated at Lucin also when the Lucin Cu toff was built in 1903 . 
Morrison-Knudsen was the contractor f or the $49 , 000 , 000 ra i l-
road causeway that was built across the lake to replace the aging 
trestle . Headlines in the Box Elder ws of December 28 , 1955 
announce · , nr: r eatest Construction Proj ect in Elder Starts This 
Year, Promontory." Preliminary work had b en don the several years 
preceding this time . Research and testing w s done to deter i ne if 
the lake bottom would support thew ight of a so l id fill. Actual 
construction of the fill began in Oc t ob er 1956 , and was completed 
with rails laid by August of 1959. A small community , called "Li ttle 
Valley, " and consisting mostly of trailer hous es , wa built ne · r th 
site. A harbor to load rock and gravel ba ges was bui l t near y . 
The Littl e Vall y area is shown in an aer ial photogr aph, Figu·r 22 . 
A barge loading s it is shown in Figure 2 , and other cons t rue i on 
scenes are shown in Fi gures 24 and 25 . 
Sand, Gravel and Rock Products 
On both sides of the mouth of ox El der Canyon lie gr ea t deposits 
of high test gravel . Washed and laid down by the receding waters of 
ancient Lake Bonnevil e, the gravel i s xtre _ly clean nd free of 
Figure 22. An aerial view of Little Valley and its " sea port 11 which 
was built to provide rock and gravel fill for the rilaroad causeway 
across the lake. Morris on-Knuds en was the contractor for this 
$49,000,000 project . Construction was from 1956 to 1959. 
Figure 23. One of the barge loading sites at Little Valley harbor . 
Figure 24. The tug "Nevada" and the barge 11 Roseville11 with a load of 
fill, leaving the Little Valley channel, enroute to the causeway 
under construction. 
Figure 25. The tip of the causeway as it proceeded west under 
construction from the Little Valley side near Promontory Point. 
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organic matter. Other small er deposits similarly formed are locat d 
throughout the country. As shown in Figure 68 , th e depos it t t he 
head of Forest Street in Brigham City, had hardly been touched p 
until the turn of the century . Since tha t i me ma ny thousands of 
cubic yards of gravel have bee n removed and proc s s ed from this loca-
tion and also south of the canyon. Various concerns have worked these 
deposits since 1900 . The greatest activity has been since World War II 
as the demand for sand, gravel, and rock products have increased . The 
current company working the deposit south of the canyon is Fife Ro ck 
Products Company, Inc. Their operation is s hown in part of Figure 26 . 
The company currently working the deposit at the head of Forest Street 
is the Parson Red-E-Mi x and Paving Company , Inc . Their asphalt plant 
is shown in Figure 27, with part of their gravel pit in the ba ckground. 
Mining 
The mountains of Box Elder County con ain countless prospects. 
Some of these have been developed into producing mines. In 1892 
Henry C. Baker leased the mining property 4 miles north of Brigham 
City which was owned by the Garfield Mining Company . A force of 
miners were employed developing the old Garfield tunnel and als o 
working on new prospects. Later Baker organized the Consolidated 
Mining and Smelting Company. By April 28, 1894 , one t unne l was re-
ported to be in 600 feet and a large amount of silver-lead ore was 
piled up on the dump.ll By June of 1895 the tunnel was pushed to 
1300 feet. A tramway was built to carry the ore to the base of the 
llBrigham City Bugler, April 28 , 1894. 
.. 
: 
Figure 26. The Fife Rock Products gravel pi t . The aspha l t plant i s 
just above the machines in the foreground. The screening and sizing 
plant is in th e right background. 
Figure 27. The Parson Red-E-Mix and Paving Co. a s pha lt plant with 
part of their pit shown in the background. 
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mounta i n. Some of the bu cket s of this old tramway are still fou nd 
along the trail to the mine as shown in Figure 32. A two-story 
"hotel" was built which hou sed the living and sleeping quarters for 
the miners. The ru ins of this old bui lding can be seen in Figure 33. 
The building at the main portal of the mi ne is shown in Figure 34. 
The Vipont Mines located near the northwest corner of Box Elder 
County have a long and interesting history. Beginn ing in the early 
1870's, two brothers named Vipont freighted high grade ore to Corinne 
for processing. They operated their mine for a number of years before 
selling their claims. In the 1890's Vipont was taken over by eastern 
capital and operated until about 1904 at which time it closed because 
of a decline in the price of silver. During Wor ld War I the price of 
silver came up again and the mine reopened in 1917 and operated until 
about 1923. New ore bodies were op ened up a t this time and a mill was 
built on Birch Creek that would handle up to 300 tons per day . The 
population of this mining camp increased to 300 people who supported 
a school with 40 students and also a docter and an 8-bed hospital, 
Miners received wages of $5 per day with $ 1 paid for board and room. 
Figure 35 shows a scene at Vipont in 1919 . Frank Wardlaw was the 
foreman of the mine at this time and signed all of the checks . The 
record book of John P . Lind of Lynn , Utah , indicates that he sold 
fresh vegetables, beef, and pork which he produced on his farm to 
Mr. G. Lavagnino of the Vipont mine in 1890 . 
Production for the Vipont in the years 1899 to 1904 and 1917 
(idle 1904 to 1917) was reported to be 70 . 88 fine ounces of gold, and 
31,099 fine ounces of silver. 12 The mine closed in 1923 due to a 
12B.S. Butler, The Ore Deposits of Utah (Wash. D.C. : Gov 1 t. 
Printing Office, 1920), p. 495. 
Figure 28. An asphalt plant in operation near the mouth of Box Elder 
Canyon. Notice the bulldozer and conveyor supplying a ggregate to t he 
plant, the tanker supplying the asphalt, and the dump truck receiving 
the hot mix to be delivered to the lay-down machine shown below. 
Figure 29. This lay-down machine can pave a strip 10 feet wide and 2" 
thick at the rate of about 3 miles per day. Cox Brothers was the con-
tractor on this section of t he freeway west of Brigham City . 
Figure 30. The first asphalt paving in Brigham City . Much ha nd lab or was 
requir ed and the aspha lt spreader was horse-drawn. The modern mechanized 
system s hown in Figures 28 and 29 provides an interesting comparison. 
Figure 31. Rock crusher in operation near Hot Springs in 1911. Crushed 
stone was used t o produce the macadamized road surface. As shown in this 
photograph, steam tractors were used both for traction and power. 
Figure 32. Old tramway buckets l i e rusting by the tra i l to Baker's 
mine. Though idle for 70 years, t hey still appear almost operational. 
Mark Jensen pauses on the tra i l to view some of the remains of a once 
opera t ing tramwa y . 
Figure 33. Th e old two story "hote l" at Baker's Mine. Here lived t he 
mi ners who pushed the ma in tunne l beyond 1300 feet in t he 1890's. Some 
of the dump from the main tunne l can be seen in the right fore ground. 
Figure 34. 
boiler and 
fres h air 
portal to 
brush, is 
Within this decaying bui l ding can be found an old rusting 
steam engine, probably used to supply compre s sed air or 
to t h e mine. Alan, Kevin , a nd Mark Jensen pause by t h e main 
Baker's mine. Th e mine entrance, almost overgrown wi t h 
t hrough t h e opening jus t back of the young men. 
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Figure 35 . The Vipont mines produced a considerab le amount of silver 
during 50 years of intermittent operation. This is a view of some of 
the bui ldings in 1919 during the mos t recent period of operation. 
F i gure 3 6. Some of t he Vipont mines as they app ear today (1966). 
Vipon t i s loca ted nea r t he t ops of the mountains i n t he northwest 
corner of Box Elder County. Recent l y there has b een some renewed 
interest at Vi pont as shown by the new buildings and equipment in 
the center workings. 
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decline in the price of silver and it was reported also that produc-
tion costs were high becaus e ex tensive work was required to find the 
ore bodies . A caretaker lived at the mill f or 20 years. All the build-
ings were finally sold and the machinery dismantled and sent to Salt 
Lake City . Figure 36 shows some of the Vipont workings as they appear 
today ( 1966) . Recently there has been some renewed interest in the 
Vipont Mines. 
The old Century Gold Mine was a great producer of gold in its 
heyday. It is located about 5 miles northwest of Rosette . Golden 
was the principal mining camp of the Park Valley Mining District on 
the south slope of the Raft River Range. In 1896 a company was organ-
ized to work the Century property. A 10-ton Crawford Amalgamation 
Mill was set up first and was later replaced by a new mill which had 
16 one thousand pound stamps and five Wilfley concentrators. The 
mine exhausted the better grades of ore about 1905 and required more 
development which was done at various times up to 1913 . A new body 
of ore was developed in 193013 and the mine operated again until 1934. 
The Century has not operated again since that time. The old Century 
workings as they appear today are shown in Figure 37 . 
Tungsten is currently being produced from a mine near Rocky Pass 
in wester n Box Elder County . The Western Tungsten Mining Company was 
organized early in 1966 by Blair Sorensen and Steve Anderson of Brigham 
City . A mill has been built on Owl Spring to concentrate the ore. This 
operation currently employs 7 people. The portal of one of the tung-
sten mines is shown in Figure 38. The mill, which was built in the 
13The Box Elder Journal, October 21, 1930. 
Figure 37. Its buildings tumbling down, a nd its dumps growing over 
with brush, the once proud Century gold mine stands silent today. 
Gold bars were carried secretly from this mine, located near Ros ette, 
to the railroad station at Kelton. Opera ti on was from 1896 to 1934. 
Figure 38. The por t al of the tungsten mine currently (1966) being 
operated by the Western Tungsten Mining Company located near Rocky 
Pass, approximately 15 miles northeast of Lucin. Western was organ-
ized by Blair Sorensen and Steve Anderson of Brigham City. 
~---------------~~=--. 
Figure 39. This mill was set up in the spring of 1966 by Blair 
Sorensen of the Western Tungsten Mining Company . It is located 
on Owl Spring, about 5 miles north of Lucin and is currently 
producing tungsten c oncentrate. 
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Figure 40. Tungsten concentrate is shown h ere coming off the table. 
Water f lowing over this vibrating table separates the l ighter sands 
from the heavier concentrates. The "needle , " shown on the right 
center, is approximately 1" wide a nd 12" long and serves as the 
dividing line between the concentrate a nd the sand. A " b lack light" 
held over this area makes the tungsten concentrate fluoresce a vivid 
light blue color as it comes off the table on the left side of t he 
"needle." 
spring of 1966, is shown in Fi gure 39 and tungsten concentrat e coming 
off one of the tables i n t his mill is shown in Figure 40. Tungst en 
is truly a space a ge metal with a brigh t f uture which is promising 
to this new company . The tungsten cla ims in the Rocky Pass area 
also appear to have great potential wh i ch all points toward success 
for this budding industry. 
Electric Light and Power 
Early Lighting 
Tallow and oil lamps were the means of illumination in early 
pioneer homes. As candle molds became available, candles were made 
and used. The Brigham Bugler in its second issue, published June 21, 
1890, reported : "The [oil] street lamps should be extended and multi-
plied on Main and Forest Streets." This indicated the desire for more 
adequate street illumination . A financial report of Brigham City for 
the year ending March 2 , 1891 gave the following expenses for street 
lighting:l4 
Oil for Lighting Street Lamps 
Night Watchman, and Lighting StLeet 
Lamps 




The street l~mps of that day were coal oil lamps suppo~ted by 
wooden poles. The night watchman lighted the lamps each evening and 
extinguished them each morning. He also kept the globes clean and the 
lamps in good repair . 
14The Brigham Bugler, March 14, 189 :. 
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Electricity Comes to Brigham C it~ 
Early in 1891 interest was developing in electric lighting . 
It had only been 12 years since Edison had made the first successful 
incandescent lamp . Some electric stree t l ighting had been insta l l ed 
in the larger cities to the south and the townspeople had seen its 
brilliance. 
A gentlemen was in town yesterday figuring on placing a 
650 lamp electric light plant in the city. The dynamo 
would likely be placed in the flour mill and about three 
miles of wire run through the city . The total cost of the 
enterprise would reach $5000 . The business men all seem 
in favor of the matter . A stock company will probably be 
or ga nized . Give us light . l5 
Later this same year a group of local businessmen organized to 
bring electricity to the city . 
Brigham City will be lighted by el ectricity. The necessary 
capital has b.een subscribed by our local business men and a 
$5 , 000 to $10,000 plant will be placed in the city shortly. 
Among the investors are President L . Snow, 0. G. Snow , L. T. 
Peirce, A. E. Snow, E . A. Box, R. K. Wilson , and others . 
The enterprise is a sure go. The only thing that now holds 
it back is a franchise, which will, of course, be granted 
next time the city council convenes. The City of Homes will 
look serenely beautiful when lighted by electricity . l5 
The anticipation of the first electric lighting was evident in 
the pages of the Bri gham Bugler . November and December 1891 were event-
ful months in bringi ng electricity to Brigham City . A race was on to 
have the electric street lamps lighted before 1892 . First indications 
were that the "dynamo" would be placed in the flour mill and be turned 
by its water wheel; however, the water wheel in the Woolen Factory (now 
15The Brigham City Bugler , Ju l y 11, 1891. The Bugler was first 
published June 14, 1890 by Mansfield Snow who indicated in his writing 
that he was progressive and favored city i mprovements . 
16rbid., October 10, 1891 . 
Baron Woo en Mi lls) was lea s ed nd thi s was the location where elec-
tricity was first ge e a t e Brigha City . Figure 70 shows the 
Baron Woolen Mills a s i t appears toda y . The old rock structure form-
ing part of the r ear of the present building is the original woolen 
factory. Poles to carry the e l e ctric light wiring and fixtures arrived 
in November and were set in their positions and wiring installed the 
first part of December 1891 . There is evidence that the line ran from 
the woolen factor to the corner of For est and Fifth East Streets and 
thence down the north side of Forest Street to Main Street . The orig-
inal poles can be seen in Figure 68 . 
This first electric lighting venture was called "The Brigham 
City Electric Light Company" and the off icers were as follows: F. C. 
Priestly, President; H. Moore, Vice-President; 0. G. Snow, Treasurer; 
S. A. Luke, Secretary. Mr. Priestly went to Pueblo, Colorado, and 
purchased a 700 lamp dynamo and fixtures which were to serve the city's 
needs for years to come. The dynamo arrived the latter part of December 
and installation was begun to couple it to the woolen mills water wheel. 
Although Brigham City did not see electric lights in 1891 , it 
did early in 1892. 
Brigham Illuminated 
The completion and successfu l operation of t h e ~ l ec tric 
light system th.i s week rna rked a memorable era in the hi s tory 
of Brigham City . The lack of sufficient water power and the 
subsequent slipping of a belt delayed the turning on of the 
full force of current until last evening . At about six 
o'clock the electric current was sent spinning through the 
several miles of wire which now hand over our principal 
streets, lighting the 30 street lamps and scores in the 
business houses, illuminating the business part of the city 
most beautifully . This gave Pleasant , .oung, Forest, and 
especially Main Street quite a metropolitan air . The electric 
li ghts are a signal succ e ss and the citizens of Brigham 
Ci t y and t he Brigham CiLy Electric Light Co . in particu-
lare are to be congratulated . l7 
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This news item indicates that the fi rst successful electric 
illumination of Brigham City occurred on Friday evening J anuary 15, 
1892, about 6 : 00 p .m. The coupling of this dynamo to the water wh e e l 
in the woolen factory was apparently not very successful. After 
only four months of operation it was decided to purchase a 40 horse-
power steam engine and move the dynamo to a location near the depot 
and operate it by steam power. Th e boiler was to be fired by coal 
and this was the reason to locate near the railway station so that 
coal would be readily available by rail . The st ea m engine was pro-
cured, a building erected, and the dynamo moved to this location in 
June or July of 1892 . The electric line was then extended up the 
center of Forest Street and it is believed that lamps were installed 
on the poles , illuminating Forest Street from the depot to Main 
Street . 18 
Steam power proved to be too expensive for continued profitable 
operation a nd after approximately one year the company built a rock 
power house near the mouth of Box Elder Canyon and moved their dynamo 
to that location in t he lat ter part of May 1893. This plant, Brigham 
City's f irst hydro-e lectric plant built as such, is shown in Figure 41. 
17The Brigham City Bugler, Saturday, January 16, 1892. 
18All efforts to locate photographs of the original installa-
tion in the woolen factory and the steam plant near the depot have 
thus far been unsuccessful. Research indicates that the original dynamo 
was stored for some time in a shed located behind the Charles W. Knudson 
residence (92 South F i rst East) in Brigham City . The residence still 
stands; however, the shed and its contents have been gone for some 
time. 
Figure 4 1 . The old rock power h ouse , th e f i rst hydro-electr ic plant t o 
serve Br i gham Ci ty wa s bu ilt by pr iva te i nterests i n 1893 , onl y 12 
years after Edis on mad e the fir s t successfu l incandescen t lamp. 
Figure 42. The l ocation of th e old r ock power h ouse a s i t app ea r s today. 
The on l y t h ing l eft intact is t he br ick arch which s panned the ta i l 
r a ce shown i n the phot ograph ab ove . The author carefu lly covered t he 
t op of the a rch , which was exposed , in order to prevent desecration . 
The site as i t appears today ( 1966), a l most obscure, is shown in 
Figure 42 . 
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The first dynamo was r eported to have a capacity of 700 lamps 
(16 candle power each) . It was a direc t current machine (thus the 
name "dynamo") and designed to maintain a 5 .5 ampere circuit . This 
would indicate that the lamp load was a series circuit, and the volt-
age at the dynamo was probably varied to maintain 5.5 amperes accord-
ing to the number of lamps in the circuit at any particular time. 
Brigham City Municipal Power and Light 
By the turn of the century, a little rock power house became 
inadequate to serve the demands of the community . The City Council 
met on February 12, 1901, and request ed that the plant be enlarged 
to supply the needs. The Light Company found it difficult to enlarge, 
claiming that it was not a paying proposition anyway. On April 8, 
1902, a committee was appointed to explore the possibility of build-
ing a municipal plant. This plant wa bu i.l t a itd is shown in Figure 
43 as it appeared in 1904 while slill new . It was powered by a 
Pelton Wheel and had a General Electric , alternating current gener-
ator r at ed at 350 kilowatts capacity. It delivered power into a 
3 phase, 4 wire, 2300 volt distribution system, the same that is used 
in Brigham City today . Some of the C' , - · a tors that worked at this 
first municipal plant were Julius Wright, Warren Taylor, and C. Elias 
Jensen. 
By 1920 the first municipal plant was operating at full capacity 
due to increased demands for electric power, and it was decided to 
build a larger plant. 
Figure 43. Brigham City's first municipal power house shown in 1904, 
the year after it began operation. This plant delivered the first 60 
cycle A.C. to the city. High water had washed out the road. 
Figure 44. Brigham City's newest power house which was built to utilize 
t he fall of the culinary wa ter when it was increased and re-routed down 
the north side of Box Elder Canyon. The culinary water flows through 
this 450 kilowatt plant then into the reservoir on the left. 
Figure 45 . The old 30" redwood pipeline that served the power house 
shown in Figures 47 and 48. This line was vulnerable to rolling rocks 
wh i ch on severa l occasions broke it and caused several bad wa shouts 
in the canyon . This line has since been replaced with stee l and con-
crete pipe which are buried for protection through much of the canyon. 
Figure 46. Box Eld e r Canyon showing the first municipal power plant 
a nd pipeline grade. The higher p i peline grade currently used for both 
hydro-el ec t ric plan ts is seen ab ove the old grade. 
June 8 , 1920, the Knudson Investment Company agreed 
to sell all rights , ti tles, and interests in power develop-
ment in Box Elder Canyon, and on August 31, 1920, a bond 
election was held ac which time the city was bonded for 
$200,000. 
The p l ant was to consis t of a concrete intake dam at 
a poi n t apprnxima t e l ·· l•l n : ec t north of the section cor-
ner common to Sections 21-22- 27-28, in Township Nine North , 
Ra ng e One ~e ci t Meridian , in the had of Box Elder Canyon, a 
th i rty inch water pipe line from intake to the new power 
house, a distance of approximately 15,002.8 feet . l9 
This plant was built in 1921 and is shown at its dedication 
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January 10 , 1922 , in Figure 47 and as it appears today in Figure 48 . 
This plant is equipped with two Westinghouse 600 kilowatt generators. 
They are turned by Pelton impulse turbines each developing 750 horse-
power with 575 foot head of water. Operators who have s erved at this 
plant include : Orion Eskelsen, Ruel Eskel sen, Julius W-right, Wesley 
Wight, Cyril Housely , John Booth, Earl Hans en, Ben Ols en, Robert E . 
Jensen, James Couch, T. Howard Smith, Glen Reeves, Lowell Grover, 
Vern Stokes , Desmond Christensen, and Robert Drollete. 
By 1930 the city' s demand for power had grown to the capacity 
of this plant . Two alte r. . ~· : ·: c . ..: · . .-.: re considered for additional power : 
To insta ll a diesel plant or to buy power from the Utah Power and 
Light Company. The city council decid ed t o buy power from the Utah 
Power and Light Company and a contract with this company went into 
effec t on May 1, 1931 " 
As the demand for electric power has increased in recent years, 
Brigham City has installed more transformer capacity to enable this 
increase to be purchased from the Utah Power and Light Company . With 
the advent of Thiokol and the recent surge of growth in Brigham City, 
19 Daughters of Utah Pioneers, Box Elder Chapter . Hi s tory o£ 
Box Elder County, p. 266. 
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Figure 47. Brigham City's second municipal power house shown at i ts 
dedication on January 10, 1922 . This plant was equipped with two 600 
ki lowa tt generator s driven by 750 horsepower Pel t on react i on tur bine s . 
Figure 48. The same plant shown above as it appears today. Pel t on 
turbine ca n be seen through the open door. This plant is sti ll s erv-
ing we ll a fter 45 years of continual operation. 
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it became necessary to increase the culinary water supply also. New 
water was developed in Mantua , and it was decided to run the new culin-
ary water line along the same grade as the existing pipe line for the 
power house. It was planned to run this water through an additional 
power house and generate electricity with the culinary water also . 
This new plant was bui lt and is shown in Figure 44. The parallel 
penstocks can also be seen in this photograph. The new power house 
is equipped with one generator manufactured by the Ideal Electric 
Company . Its capacity is 450 kilowatts and is driven by a Leffel 
reaction turbine which develops up to 750 horsepower. 
Orion Eskelsen s erv ed as the superintendent of the Electric 
Department for Brigharr CHy from 1933 to 1962. Lorin Tingey has been 
the superintendent since that time. 
Electricity in Perry, Willard, and Tremonton 
The Perry Electric Company was organized about the turn of the 
century. They installed poles and wire and connected to the Brigham 
City system about 1905. In 1912 the Town Board purchased the electric 
company. Perry received power from the Brigham City system until about 
1950, at which time the Perry electric system was sold to the Utah 
Power and Light Company. They placed a small substation on their 44 
kv line near the mouth of Perry canyon, and have served the community 
since that time from this substation. 
Electricity first came to Willard when a private company buil t 
the power house shown in Figure 49. This power house supplied the com-
munity's needs until the flood of 1923 . Arthur Carlson and Frank Carr 
were operators at this plant. The Willard plant never ran again after 
Figure 49. The old Willard power h ouse as it appears today. Priva tely 
owned and op erated, it served Willard unti l the flood of 1923 . 
Figure 50. This is th e devastating flood which occurred in Wi lla rd in 
1923. The vi ew i s looking north along t he highwa y from t he turn. Th e 
power house shown above never operated again after t h is flood and 
Wi llard has been served since that time by Utah Power & Light Company. 
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the f lood and since that time they ha ve been served by the Utah Power 
and Light Company. Gar l and 1 s first electric s tree t lamp s were supp lied 
by power from the sugar company' s dynamo . h Ut a h Power and Light 
Company purchased the a r land Street lighting s ystem and s i nce tha t 
time have supp lied this area and a lso Tremonton with electric power . 
Their lines now extend as f ar west as Snowvil le . The Raft River Rural 
Elec t ric Coope rat i ve I nc . , s erves west ern Box Elder County , 
The Utah Power and Light Company 
The Wheelon plant was bui lt in 190 at the mouth of the Bear 
River Gorge to utiliz e the cana l system water during the time it wa s 
not used for irrigation . This plant and i ts water rights were pur-
chased by Utah Power and Light Company whi ch built the Cutler power 
p lant in 1925 . Wheelon was replaced by the Cutler plant which used 
the same water to better advantage. At the time it was completed, 
Cutler was the largest generating station in tah and is shown as i t 
a ppears t oday in Figure 51 . 
The Ben Lomond substation of th e. Utah Power and Light Company is 
s h wn ~ _ 1 . 5~ 1 ~ ~ • I t i s located nea r ~hL aouth border of Box Elder 
County , 1 mile west of Hot Springs . This serv s a a swi t ching sta t i on 
for the three high voltage (130 kilovo lt) lines runn ing north s well 
as a connect ing point for UPL 1 s new Kemmerer steam plant located nea r 
Kemmerer, Wyoming. Thi s plant operates from the large open pit coal 
deposits found near Kemmerer. 
Figure 51. Cutler power station of the Ut ah Power & Light Company is 
located at the mouth of the Bear Ri v er Gorge. This was the largest 
generating station in Utah when it was built in 1925 . 
Figure 52. Ben Lomond s ubstation of t he UP&L serves as a switching 
point and al s o connects the Kemmerer steam plant with t he UP&L system. 
It is loca ted just below the Hot Springs near the s outh border of the 
county. 
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Manufacturing--Mills and Factories 
Flour Milling 
The first grist mill in Box Elder County was built on the west 
side of Willard, about midway between the settlement and the lake , 
in 1851 or 1852. This mills was built by Elisha Mallroy and was oper-
ated by water power from Willow Creek. T. W. Brewerton was the first 
'11 20 m~ er. A photograph of the remains of this mill as it appeared 
about 1930 is shown in Figure 54 . Almost nothing remains of this 
structure today. 
Brigham City's first grist mill was built in 1855-56, only 5 years 
after the first settlers arrived, but did not operate until 1857 due to 
crop failures the two previous years. Water was taken from Box Elder 
Creek to power the mill in 1857. Mads Christian Jensen was called by 
President Lorenzo Snow to operate this mill. 21 In 1892 it was purchased 
by John H. Bott and converted into a monument mill. A rear view after 
its conversion. to a monument mill is shown in Figure 53. The mill is 
still operating today and is kept in good repair by Lorenzo Bott and 
his son Max Bott. It is shown in Figure 20 as it appears today (1966) 
under the management of Max Bott . 
Other grist mills were built by early settlers at various loca-
tions. Abraham Hunsaker built a grist mill on Salt Creek in Honeyville. 
It was located just north of the highway bridge on the west side of 
Salt Creek. Nothing remains of this mill today. The Honeyville roller 
20History of Box Elder Cou~ty, ~cit . , p . 127 . 
21Mads Christian Jensen Family History, p. 22. 
Figure 53. The f irst gr i st mill in Brigham City . This mi ll was built 
in 1855 but did no t operate unt il 1857 becau s e of crop f ailures the 
t wo previous yea rs . Mads Christian J ensen (Miller J ensen) wa s called 
by Lo renzo Snow t o be the first mi l ler to opera t e this mi ll which i s 
located on the corner of North Wall a nd East Wal l Streets (la t er r e-
named Second North a nd Fourth Ea st Streets ) . Th i s mi ll , be ing loca t ed 
nea r the creek in the northea st corner of t own, wa s an outpost f or 
defense a gainst Indian attacks . Guards were pos ted wi th guns on the 
upper floor s of th i s bu ilding and in one insta nce it is reported that 
whi le alone in t he mill on one occa sion , Ma ds C. Jensen wa s i nvolved 
in ha nd-to- hand comba t with a n I ndian there whom he f i nally subdued . 
Thi s phot ograph of the mi ll wa s taken s ome t ime a fte r it wa s purcha s ed 
by J ohn H. Bot t and conver ted t o a monumen t mi ll. 
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Figure 54. The f irst grist mi ll in Box Elder County which was bui lt 
in 1851-52 by El isha Ma llory a t Wi llow Creek (Willard). 
Figure 55. The Box Elder Roller Mill . Built in 1890 , on Box Elder 
Cr eek east of Brigham Ci ty, it operated unti l it burned to the ground 
on March 18 , 1927. 
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mill, built on the Bear River west of Honeyville,was in operation in 
1890 . It operated on water power from the canal. 
The Box Elder Roller Mills (Figure 55) was built in 1890 . The 
supplier of the machinery for this mill was the Great Western Mill 
Furnishing Company, Leavenworth, Kansas. The mill was built just 
below the mouth of Box Elder Canyon, where the dam for the equalizing 
reservoir now stands. The miller's house was built just across the 
highway and stood until about 1960 when it burned to the ground . The 
Box Elder Roller Mill began operation on Tuesday, November 11, 1890, 
when the water was first turned into the water wheel. It was reported 
that the machinery started up "smooth and easy" and by Saturday of the 
same week the mill was turning out high quality white flour . 22 In 
1893 this mill boasted the following products: self rising, corn meal, 
rye, germade, bran and shorts, and chopped grains of all kinds. 
On March 18, 1927, at about 9:00p.m., a person who came down 
the canyon saw a fire in the Box Elder Roller Mill and quickly summoned 
Wilford Wilde, the miller who was living in the house across the high-
way. The Br igham City fire department was quickly called, but the fire 
had gained too much headway. The mill burned to the f oundation in a 
spectacular fire that even lighted up the mountains east of Brigham 
City. The fire was believed to have been started by a dust explosion 
or a spark from the electric wiring. It was said that Wilford Wilde 
noticed a flicker in the lights a short time before the fire was re-
ported. Carl Seashore drove Brigham City's American-LaFrance fire 
truck to the scene and while battling the blaze with other firemen 
he burned his ankle and scorched his face . The loss from this fire 
22The Brigham Bugler, November 15, 1890. 
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was estimated at $30,000, with $16,000 covered by insurance.23 A 
small chopping mill was later built on the old foundation and oper-
ated there for some years after, utilizing the water wheel from the 
original mill. At the present time the only remaining evidence of 
the mill is the dry canal bed that carried Box Elder Creek water to 
the mill's penstock. 
In 1909 the sons of Mads C. Jensen, Brigham City's first miller, 
built the mill shown in Figure 58 on West Forest Street in Brigham City . 
Interior views of the mill in operation (about 1914) can be seen in 
Figures 56 and 57. This mill suffered a severe fire in August of 
1954, but was soon rebuilt and enlarged at the same time. It has been 
greatly expanded in recent years as is evident in the current photograph, 
Figure 59, and is known today as the Big J Mill. 
Dairy Industry 
The Brigham City Mercantile and Manufacturing Association (The 
Co-op) built a dairy about 3 miles northeast of Ben Hampton's Ferry 
(Collinston) in 1871. 24 Christian Hansen, a Danish convert to the 
L.D.S. Church, was called by President Lorenzo Snow to manage this 
enterprise . The main products were cheese and butter. This was the 
first cheese factory in the Territory of Utah and in the year 1877 
was reported to have produced 50,000 pounds of cheese. The dairy as 
it appeared about this time is shown in Figure 60. It supported 500 
cows which grazed on the grassy hills nearby. Thirty girls were em-
played as milk maids to milk the cows and were paid $2 per week. Chris-
tian Hansen purchased the dairy from the Co-op in 1881 and operated it 
23 The Box Elder Journal, March 22, 1927. 
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Figure 56 . The interior of the Jensen Brothers Mi ll about 1914. 
Norman Iverson on the left operating the Bran Packer and Elias 
Forsgren on the right operating the Flour Packer. 
Figure 57. The rollers at the Jensen Brothers Mill on West Forest 
Street in Brigham City . Elias Forsgren who worked at this mill for 
many years is shown here operating the rolls. 
Figure 58. The Jensen Brothers Mill a s it appeared in abou t 192 0 . 
Figure 59. Known as the "Big J " Mill today, the storage and mill ing 
capacity have been great l y enlarged. This mill has suffered several 





b y him. As 
The old Co-op Dairy at Collinston a s it 
dairy was the first in the Territory of 
Christ ian Hansen during the co-op days 
many as 500 cows were milked her e by 30 
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appeared in about 
Utah . It was 
and later purchased 
hired milk maids. 
Figure 61. The old Dairy, through showing its years, still stands today 
as a silent tribute to its pioneer founders. 
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for several years after. When free grazing privileges were curtail d, 
just before the turn of the century, the old dairy ceased operati on 
and the surrounding land was used for dry farming by Willa d S. Hansen, 
son of Christian Hansen. The old dairy property is currently ow ed by 
Lorenzo Hansen , a grandson, and the old rock building still sta d - eo-
day as shown in Figure 61 , a sturdy tribute to its pioneer builders . 
As the wind whispers through the cottonwoods near the bold building , 
one need only listen carefully to hear the squeak of a churn, or the 
milk maids being summoned to their chores at the break of dawn. 
The Superior Dairy (Figure 63 ) current ly operating in Brigham 
City, was founded in 1920 by Frank Holman as the Holman Dairy . In 
1922 Frank Earl came into the business as a partner and the name was 
changed to Superior Dairy. This same year a pasteurizer was in t al led 
(the first in Box Elder County) and is shown as it was photographed 
then in Figure 62 . This dairy bottled milk and produced butter for 
many years and in 1935 to 1940 manufactured casein from skim mi lk . 
It is currently operated by Rex Earl and Robert Call and distributes 
all dairy pr oducts throughout Box Elder Co n ty as far west as Snowville . 
Leather Tanning and Leather Products 
The Tannery was one of the first enterprizes of the old Co-op . 
It was in operation by 1870 and producing fine leather under the manage-
ment of Abraham Hillman . It operated until the 1880 vs and after stand-
ing idle for several years it was purchased by Fred Hillman, Wil i am 
Kemp, and W. J . Kemp on September 21, 1891, for the sum of $1 , 000 . 25 
Fred Hillman operated a wool pulling firm in this building until after 
25The Brigham Bugler, Sept . 26, 1891 . 
Figure 62 . The interior of the Superior Dairy in 1922 . I n the fore-
ground is the pasteurizer (first in Box Elder County ) fo llowed by t he 
cooler and bott l e fi ller. 
Figure 63. The Superior Dairy t oda y . It ha s b een in operat ion f or 46 
years and a t one time manufactured casein f rom skim mi l k. 
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1904. The old Tannery is shown as it appeared in about 1920 in Fig-
ure 64. After standing idle and deteriorating for many years, it was 
partially destroyed by fire on January 10 , 1966. The damage done by 
the fire can be seen in Figure 65 as it appeared a few days after the 
fire. 
In 1870 the Boot, Shoe, and Harness Factory was built to utilize 
the leather output of the Tannery. This factory also produced hats 
and brushes. The factory can be seen in Figure 66 as it appeared in 
about 1875 with most of the 30 employees standing in front for the 
benefit of the photographer . The ladies were employed in the hat 
department. A rare photograph, taken inside this factory, is shown 
in Figure 67. 
Cabinet Manufacturing 
Figure 68 is a view looking up Forest Street about 1895 as seen 
from the top of the old Courthouse . The Boot, Shoe, and Harness Fac-
tory is shown on location as well as Merrell's Mill with its penstock 
crossing the head of Forest Street. Merrell's Mill as it appears today 
is shown in Figure 69. The old rock and adobe building is still in 
fairly good repair and the cabinet makers there turn out quality work. 
Although water rights are still defended , the old wooden penstock is 
missing and the mill is now powered by electricity. 
Woolen Mills 
The Baron Woolen Mills, located in Brigham City, was first built 
by the Co-op and began operating in 1871 . It burned in 1877 but was 
completely rebuilt in six months 1 time . It stood idle for some time 
Figure 64. The old Tannery was bui l t in 1870 a t the beginning of 
the coopera tive movement. It was reported t o ha ve produced lea ther 
as fine a s any ea stern oak t a nned. 
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Figure 65. The old Tannery t oda y stands in ruins. After being i d le 
f or many years it was pa rtially destroyed by fire on January 10, 1966. 
Figure 66. The Boot, Shoe and Harness Fac t ory of the Coopera tive was 
bui l t in 1870 t o ut il i ze the l ea th er ou t put of t he Tanner y . I t also 
produced ha ts a nd brushes as shown here in ab ou t 18 75. Nothing remains 
of th is bui lding t oday which stood on East Forest Street in Brigham 
City . I t faced south on t he corner of Fourth East and Forest Streets, 
just t o the west of the sch ool gynma sium location t oday. This b lock 
a l so was the l ocation of other co-op industry bui l dings. 
Figure 67. A r a re photo t aken inside 
the factor y shown above. The old brush-
maker, John Miles, is s eated a t the 
bench. Olof Petersen is the b oy stand-
ing left center. The young lady was 
probab l y a n employee of the Hat Dep t . 
as were the l adies in the phot o above . 
Compare the s ign with the one in the 
photo above on the left s ide of the 
building, probab l y bei ng held out 
f or the benefit of the ph ot ograph er. 
This factory employed 30 workers who 
had pr oduc ed $132 , 000 worth of goods 
by 1877. 
Figure 68. Looking up East Forest Street about 1895. Merrell's Planing 
Mill can be seen at 6th East with its wooden pipeline crossing the 
head of Forest Street . The Boot, Shoe and Harness Factory is seen stand-
ing idle at 4th East, and the John D. Rees home (first home built outside 
the old fort) at 3rd East. The gravel hill just beyond East Forest Street 
had hardly been worked. A few loads may have been hauled away as seen on 
the far right of the photograph. 
Figure 69. Merrell's Planing Mill as it appears today (1966). It is 
- still in operation and kept in good repair. 
I 
after the Co-op c l sed but reopened s ea s ona lly and did custom work 
in the 1890 's under th manag ment of ames Baron. Thomas Baron 
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p rchas ed the mi l l in 916 from the stockholders and it has b een 
operated since t ha time by his s ons, Rulon and Cla rk Baron, and 
g cands ons Lowe , Dal , and Rex Baron. The woolen mills has burned 
and been rebu i lt thr e t i mes, the most recent fire being in 1950. At 
that time a spr~n ing sy stem was i nstalled in order to prevent fur-
ther f i r es . The -aron Woo len Mi ll s as i t appears today (1966) is 
shown in Fig 70 . I t currently employs 25 people and manufactures 
b lankets, ca r cbes, and sadd le blankets and also conducts a retail 
busine s of r eady- to- ear clothing for men, women, and children . The 
growth of thi coopa y , as well as i t s steady employment of local 
people , i s a oon to the economy of Brigham City as well as a tribute 
t o the Ba on fami · 
Suga r Refining 
After rais ing s ple crops of sugar bee ts in Fielding and Tremon-
ton in 1901 and 1902, the Utah- Idaho Sugar Company built the Garland 
factory i n 1903. _h i facto r y is shown as it appears today in Figures 
72 and 73 . 26 I eta new high r ecord for sugar production in the work 
season 1.965-66 whic h ended on Feb ruary 1., 1966. The factory ran for 
1. 17 days and produc d 90 , 100,000 pounds of sugar The previous record 
was 88, 300, 000 pounds pr oduced in the 1963-64 season. 
The Brigha . Ci ty Sugar Factory was built in 1916 by the Utah-
I daho Sugar Cop ny . Thi s factory (Figure 71) did not operate every 
year, but was s d u ntil 19 3 whe n it suffered some damage from fire 
26History of Box Elder County,~ cit., p. 53. 
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Figure 70. The Baron Woolen Mills in Brigham City as it appears today . 
Notice the old rock walls at t he rear of the main building. These are 
the original walls of the old building erected by the C9-op in 1870. 
Figure 71. The Brigham City Sugar Factory. Built in 1916, this factory 
operated until 1933. Nothing remains of this building today. 
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Figur e 72 . The Garland Suga r Fact ory of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. 
Figure 73. A view of the Garland Sugar Factory looking northeas t . 
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and never ran again . .he a ain reason or th dis con i . ua nce of thi 
factory was the lack of sugar beets in hi area; al o ~ co _pa y 
decided they could operate ~o effic ient.] y er]argin~ the capacity 
of the Garland f c tory to and le aU cf t h . eet. crop in t e -: ou nc:y. 
Nothing remains sta ding today f i onc e us y factory exce t th . 
old tin warehouse wh:i, h was bui l 'n the e · pa of he a in ui 
ing. 
Apparel Manufa cturing 
The American Spor sw ar27 wa ~ opera ed for any years on he 
second floor of the Coronets s tore at 63 _ ~~in t . ee t in ~ri ~h ~ 
City . Th is company p o uced m n 1 s l t ather jacketv, W~lliao Kirschbau 
founded this business in abou 1940 and later .oved it o the Dan e Row 
building on orth .a in Stree shown at. hf. lef t in Figure 74 . '. hi .· c m·· 
pany later expanded their f ir and bu i l . a ~v- b i l ding just so th of 
the old building as shown in Fig Jre 74 
On .January 1 , }966 , the Arr.e r i.can Spc rtswear was so ld t o Sil on 
Brothers of Los Ang le s and the na_ of the us1 es was chan ed to 
Brigham Apparel . Sine Si l t on ~ r rs pur cha · d the bu siness i has 
been expanded further into the building fo~er'i.y occu l-' ied by th _, io o 
procurement section at 1080 orth ll.·ain , f ig•ure 75 Brigha= Apparel c r-
rently manufactures men 1 s 1 ladies , boy and g irls ' jackets. Lea her 
and various fabrics ar used .for materia 1 s . h i s i d\.isf1:'y c rren y · 
employs 200 people, approximately 180 of whom ar e wome.n . It i a r al 
asset to the econo y of Brigham City .. he nager is Osca l Grunig and 
the office manager is Palrrer d) Sie fri d The outp t of this 
27Personal know ledge and informa ti n obtained fror:- inter i ew with 
present ( 1966) office manager . 
..... 
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Figure 74. The American Spor tswear was located in the Dance Bow l bui l d-
ing . (Thi s building was origina lly bui lt as the Chri stensen Brothers 
Academy of Music. ) After severa l y ears it expanded into the new bui lding 
on the right . 
Figure 75. Ameri can Sportswear sold t o Silton Brothers on January 1, 
1966, changed the name to Brigham Apparel a nd expanded into this bui l ding. 
industry is marketed all over the United States and some exported to 
the Far East. 
Rocket Motor Manufacturing 
A recent and very interesting industry to locate in Box Eld e r 
County is Thiokol Chemical Corporation. Th i s industry was founded i n 
the East in 1929 . It began its rocket facilities in Utah in 1956 . 
Thiokol developed synthetic rubber, so necessary for the armed forces 
during World War II . 
On April 30, 1956, Thiokol announced its plans to build a 
$15,000,000 research and development center for large solid fuel rocke t 
motors on a 12,000 acre tract of range land located 27 miles west of 
Brigham City . The first phase of constr uction was concerned with ex-
ploration at the site for suitable water. The first wells produced 
only brackish water and it was feared that fresh water could not be 
found and that this factor would discourage locating the industry here. 
Fresh water was developed when the third well .at the site was announced 
as a good produced . Additional fresh water was l ater developed several 
miles south along the Promontory mountains. In October of 1956 constrtlc-
tion began on the buildings, roads , and water lines as contracts total-
ing $300,000 were awarded . The Utah Power and Light Company began con-
struction on a 14 mile power line to supply electric power to the site. 
Thiokol officially opened its doors in Utah on October 17, 1957. 
Two years later in November of 1959 , Thiokol was awarded the production 
contract for the first stage of the Mi nuteman Intercontinental Ballistic 
Missile. By this time the company had spent $77,000,000 on the research 
and development work for the Minuteman propulsion system, In order to 
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produce this firs t stage. motor , a production activity known a s th 
wasatch Divis ion was created . A new facility was planned to b bu ilt 
in Howel l Vall ey to prod ce the Minuteman f irst stage . This p lant , 
officia l l y named "Air Force Plant 78'' was completed in 21 months , and 
was dedica ted in J u l y 1.962 . It featured au tomated batch mixing and 
boasted t wo 13 million electron volt linear accelerators used t o radio-
graphically inspect fully loaded motors for minute flaws in the pr opel-
land or the motor cas e " When completed, Air Force Plan t 78 consisted 
of 112 buildings and 12 miles of paved roads. 
It was a me.m ra e day at Thioko l and all of Box Elder Cou y as 
well when in Fe ruary of 1961 t he i r.. :.e _an ICBM , its first stage pro-
duced at the Wa satch Divi sion , thundered to a spectacular success in 
its first full sca l e flight at Ca pe Canaveral . 
On Ma rch 10 , 1964 ~ .hiokol announced the loading of the 1, OOOth 
Minuteman first stage motor. Al though Thiokol has reduced its labor 
force considerably in the last few years , it has continued to develop 
gre.ater rocket motors. I t produced the world 1 s most powerful solid 
fueled rock et motor and successfully test fired it on December 12, 
1964 . Shown in Figure 78 , this 156 inch diameter space booster motor 
containing 700,000 pounds of s lid prope llant produced 1. 5 million 
pounds of thrust during a 2-minute bu rning time. The author observed 
this firing from the press stand located 6,000 feet away and it was 
spectacular t o say the least . The roar was awe some and the rapid 
gimbaling of the nozzle during the firing was easily observed . All 
of the program obj ectives we .r:e met in the test which included : 1) dem-
onstration of th e la r ges t s egment ed motor , 2) de onstration of 
Figure 76. Construction bega n in 1956 on the multi-million dollar 
Thiokol complex located 27 miles west of Brigham Ci ty. 
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Figure 77. Air Force Plant 78 was bui lt as a production plant for the 
Minuteman ICBM first stage. 
Figure 78. World's most powerful s olid-fueled rocket motor. Success -
fully test f ired on December 12 , 1964, it produced 1.5 million pounds 
of thrust for a 2-minute burning time . 
Figure 79. Rocket motor fuel is mixed, producing a thick batch which 
is poured into the motor case and then cured like synthetic rubber. 
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succ essful scale-up to the world's largest omniaxial gimbaled nozzle, 
and 3) development of a launcher retained ignition system. 
Transportation 
Early Transportation and Freighting 
Corinne grew rapidly after the railroad came in 1869. Figure 80 
is a photograph of Corinne about 1871. The wagon train and the men on 
horseback t ypify the early modes of transportation. A freight wagon of 
about 1912 is shown in Figure 81. 
The blacksmith shop was vital to transportation in the early 
days. I t was here that the wagons and buggies were repaired and new 
iron tires fitted on the wheels. Horseshoeing, almost a lost art now, 
was R c ou!lllon t rade at that time. The first automobile owners naturally 
went to the blacksmith shop when their horseless carriages developed 
trouble and the blacksmith found it necessary to learn new skills to 
keep up with the times. Typical blacksmith shops before and after the 
turn of the century are shown in Figures 82 and 83. 
The Automobil 
. h r ly aft er. th turn of the century, the first automobiles 
appeared on the streets of Brigham City. The Box Elder News, June 23, 
1904, r eported the followi ng : 
Last Sunday the Automobile Club of Ogden made a trip to this 
city and put in a most enjoyable day here. The part comprised 
eleven autos and about thirty people and were met near the 
south line of the city by Dr. Rich and Mr. and Mrs. Edwards 
in their machines. Mrs. Edwards headed the procession through 
the principal business streets and the party finally lined up 
in front of the Compton Art Gallery where they had their 
picture taken. 
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Figure 80. Corinne about 1870 . All the freight wagons fr om t h e rich 
m~n~ng towns to the n or th me t the t rain h ere. Th e muddy street a nd t he 
boardwa lks were typical of that da y . 
Figure 81. An early da y freight wagon a nd team. 
Figure 82. Th e old Co-op Blacksmith & Wagon Shop was a busy place wh ich 
provided vital services to early forms of transportation. 
Figure 83. These were the closing y ears of the blacksmith shop. The 
horseless carriage wou ld soon t ake over. John Youngquist, with arms 
folded, was the owner of thi s shop which was located ironically where 
the Honda Shop is now located in Brigham City (52 North Main Street). 
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The photograph as taken by A. W. Compton is shown in Figure 84 . The 
news article went on to say that the group enjoyed a meal at the 
Utahna Hotel before returning to Ogden. Peter Edwards owned the 
first auto in Brigham which is shown fourth from the right in the 
photograph. Dr. Rich owned the second one and his machine is the 
first on the right. 
Today the auto industry is one of the largest industries in the 
country. A typical auto dealer and garage i n Brigham City today is 
shown in Figure 85 . . 
River and Lake Travel 
By the late 1860's there were several boats navigating the waters 
of Great Salt Lake. These were built primarily for commercial freight-
ing purposes . The lake level was on the increase at this time, reaching 
its highest recorded level in 1873. After the wedding of the rails in 
1869, Cor inne was considered to be a good point for the lake vessels to 
meet the rails. By late 1869 several of the lake boats had navigated 
the Bear River up to Corinne. 
Some of the Corinne townspeople became interested in building a 
steamer and organizing themselves into a company. They employed Fox 
Diefendorf to build the "City of Corinne" for $46,000. She was built 
(a sternwheeler, steam powered and 130 feet long) on the river bank east 
of Corinne. After some problems and delays, the ship was finally laun-
ched on May 23, 1871. A month later it began making scheduled trips to 
Lake Point, a port near Farmington . 28 The "City of Corinne" is shown i n 
Fi gure 86 l eaving the dock at Farmington. Freighting and passenger 
28sup News, vol. 6, no. 4-5, p. 35. 
Figure 84. The Ogden Auto Club visiting in Brigham City on June 19, 
1904. The first aut os in Brigham (first and f ourth fr om the right) 
were owned by Peter Edwards and Dr. Rich . Alma W. Compt on t ook thi s 
photograph in front of his photo studio . 
Figure 85 . The automob ile industry ha s grown enormously. This is 
Hansen Chevro l et, a t ypical auto dealer in Brigham Ci ty t oday . 
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Figure 86. The proud steamer "City of Corinne." Buil t and launched at 




Re-named "The Garfield," and stripped of her stern wheel and 
old steamer served her last days as a hotel and cafe at Gar-
She was consumed to the water line by fire at this location 
about the turn of the century. 
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service was inadequat e to supporl on tinued operation, also the 
numerous curves in the Bear River made it awkward to navigate. The 
"City of Corinne" was sold in 1872 and changed hands several times 
after this before tying up at her f inal resting place, Garfield dock . 
She was renamed the "Garfield" and used some for freighting but mostly 
for excursions on the Great Salt Lake until the 1880's. Stripped of 
her stacks and picturesque stern wheel , she s erved h er last days as 
a hotel and cafe for bathers as shown in Figure 87. She was destroyed 
by fire, burning to the water line about the turn of the century. 
Railroads 
The events associated with railroad in Box Elder County have 
been interesting and exciting through the years. The meeting of the 
rails at Promontory, the building of the great railroad trestle across 
the lake, and recently the causeway to replace the trestle, are all 
represented here in photographs. 
In early 1869 the culmination of a six year struggle to join the 
East and West by rail was approaching a climax. April 26, 1869, saw 
the Union PJ if ic pushing west near Lamo (Figure 96) approaching the 
grad e up th e a s t slope of the Promontory Range. At the same time the 
Central Pacific had passed Monument Point (Figure 90) on the north 
shore of the lake and was rounding Spring Bay and approaching the 
grade onto the Rozel Flats. It was reported that J. H. Strobridge 
wholed the Central Pacific construction crew, made a bet with a Union 
Pacific official that his forces could lay 10 miles of track in one 
day! The wager was accepted and on April 28, 1869, after careful 
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organization and massing of materials and manpower, Strobridge began 
the push . Ties were brought quickly forward by horse-drawn wagons 
and the rails moved up on flat cars over the newly laid rail s. For-
ward observers of the Union Pacific crew watched in amazement as 8 
stalky Irishmen, 4 on each rail, hefted them from the flat cars and 
dropped them quickly in place on the waiting ties. By the end of that 
day victory had been achieved, slightly over 10 miles of track had been 
1 .d 29 a~ . Figure 89 shows the point where 8 tired Irishmen dropped the 
last of 1,000 tons of rails that day, and where hundreds of weary 
Chinese workers also claimed their victory for a feat that had never 
been ~.qu~led i n the history of ra-i-lroading. J. H. Strobridge and part 
of his crew are shown in Figure 88 at camp ''Victory'' (later named Rozel), 
probably the day after this histdric event. 
As the day approached for the joining o~ the rails, Leland Stan-
ford, President of Central Pacific, and other officials came east over 
the new railroad to participate in the ceremonies. His train with its 
historic engine "Jupiter" paused for a photograph, Figure 90, at Monu-
ment Point on the north shore of Great Salt Lake. A wagon train was 
also passing this point going west and the new means of transportation 
can be seen passing the old. In Figure 91 is shown the last gap in the 
rails, probably the day before the driving of the golden spike. 
After some delay, caused by poor weather and other circumstances, 
the day for the official joining of the East and West by rail finally 
arrived. May 10, 1869, saw the skies clearing a~d the gathering of a 
large crowd at Promontory Summit. This crowd has been variously estimated 
29sup News, Vol. 6, No. 4-5, p. 17. 
Figure 88. Camp Victory, later named Rozel. J.H. Strobridge , in the 
foregr ound on the f latcar, led his Central Pacific cr ew to lay 10 
miles of t rack in one day . 
Figure 89. This is the point, a few miles east of Camp Victory, where 
8 tired Irishmen dropped the last of 1 , 000 tons of rails that day and 
where hundreds of weary Chinese workers also claimed t heir victory . 
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Figure 90 . Governor Leland St anford, President of the Central Pacific, 
and the famous eng i ne "Jupiter" enroute to the Go l den Spike ceremony . 
The loca tion is Monument Point on the northern tip of Great Salt Lake. 
Th e wagon train would s oon be replaced by t he much faste r railroad. 
Figure 91 . May 9, 1869, saw only this short gap in the rails which 
wer e t o be united on the nex t da y . 
at from 600 to 1500. The Western Union Telegraph Company announced 
that the event would be instantly carried by telegraph from coast to 
coast. About noon, workmen of both companies laid the ties, closing 
the gap except for the last one which was of polished California 
laurel. This tie was positioned by John H. Strobridge of Central 
Pacific and Samuel B. Reed of Union Pacific. 30 Next the closing 
rails were laid into position by workmen from both companies and 
spikers drove the spikes in all but the laurel tie. There was then 
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a presentation of spikes, some gold and some silver, by various offic-
ials. At 2:27p .m. the message was telegraphed to the East and the 
West: "Almost ready . Hats off, prayer is being offered." The dedi-
catory prayer was offered by Reverend Dr. John Todd. Telegraph wires 
were connected to the silver maul that was used to drive the golden 
spike and also to the spike so that the blows would be sent instan-
taneously by telegraph from coast to coast, announcing this historic 
event to a waiting nation. Leland Stanford, Governor of California 
and Presid ent of the Central Pacific, was to deliver the first blow. 
He swung and missed. Dr. Durrant was then handed the maul and he swung 
and also missed. One can only imagine the effect this may have had on 
the experienced spikers present. It was reported tha~ the maul was then 
handed back to Governor Stanford who swung and hit the spike, sending 
the telegraphic "dot" to a waiting nation, announcing that the rails 
were joined . At 2 : 47 p.m. Promontory Summit gave the signal "Donen 
and the following message was sent : 
30 SUP News, Vol. 6, No . 4-5, p. 33 . 
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Promontory Summit, Utah, May 10: The last rail is laid! 
The last spike is driven~ The pacific Railroad is completed! 
The point of junction is 1,086 miles west of the Missouri 
River and 690 miles east of Sacramento City. 
Leland Stanford 
Central Pacific 
T . C. Durant 
Sidney Dillon 
John Duff 
Union Pacific 31 
Amid the crowd, both engines, the Central Pacific "Jup it e r" and 
the Union Pacific "119," moved slowly forward until they touched. 
Colonel C. R. Savage took what has been acclaimed as the most popular 
· western photography which is shown here as Figure 92. Later the crowd 
dispersed to the concessions and taverns that had been hastily built 
ne: g r b y , 1-'"' rd i. E- 1 i ng the tracks as shown in Figure 93. The laurel tie 
, ~ n·1,uv f- d immediat e l y after the ceremony for preservation and in its 
place an ordinary tie was installed. No sooner was this done than sou-
venir hunters hacked it to pieces and another had to be substituted. 
It was r eported that this tie had to be replace many times during the 
months following this historic event.32 Various scenes along the old 
railroad near Promontory are shown in Figures 94 through 101. 
The route around the north end of Great Salt Lake required climb -
ing th e grade over Promontory Summit and also over the grades by Peplin 
and Matlin mountains between Kelton and Terrace. If a trestle could be 
built over the Great Sa lt Lake the railroad could run in an almost 
straight line from Ogden to Lucin. This would reduce the distance by 
many miles and eliminate the climb over the mountain passes north of 
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Figure 92. This famous photo, taken by C. R. Savage, shows t he Central 
Pac ific "Jupiter" on the l eft and the Union Pacific "119" on the right . 
The Chief Engineer s of the two rai l road companies, S . S . Montague and 
G.M. Dodge shaking hands. Promontory , May 10 , 1869. 
Figu re 93. This was Promontory, Utah, in 1869. Today only sagebrush 
and grain fields occupy this site. 
Figure 94 . Promontory as it appeared a ft er the "Wedding of the Rail s " 
in the lat ter part of 1869. The mountain profile in this photograph 
can be compared with that in t he current phot ograph be low. 
Figure 95. Promontory as it appears today (1966). The Golden Spike 
Monument is seen in the f oreground. 
Figure 96 . Lampo in 1869. Thi s is where t h e west b ound trains b ega n 
t h e c l imb t o Promon t ory Summit. 
F igure 97. Lampo today. The mountain profile can be compared with 
t h e one in the photo ab ove . Thiokol Chemical Corpor at i on is just to 
t h e east of t his site. 
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Figure 98 . The "B ig Trestle." This was loca ted a few miles west of 
Lampo on the c limb to Promontory Summit. Union Pacific Engine 119 
a nd crew pose f or the photographer in this 1869 ph ot o. 
Figur e 99. The location of t h e big t restle as seen from the same 
point today, nea r l y 100 years later. On l y the ramps to the t restle 
rema in. The mountain profile can be compared with that shown above . 
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Figure 100. The "Big Fill" of the Central Pacific as it appears today . 
Thi s was located just above the Union Pacific's "Big Trestle" and 
s panned the same ravine. It was reported that 500 Mormons worked with 
250 teams of hors es for 2 1/2 months to complete this fill. A Jeep is 
parked in the center of the fill on the road which has replaced the rails. 
Figure 101. This is Terr ace , Utah , in 1878. It is l ocated south of 
Park Va lley a nd about 70 miles west of Promont ory . Nothing is left stand-
ing here toda y except some of the markers in the cemetery on the hi ll. 
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and the great trestle was built in 1902. It was constructed from both 
sides toward the center and took only six months to complete. Two 
views of the last piles being driven to complete the trestle are shown 
in Figures 102 and 103. Three thousand men were employed on this pro-
ject. A construction gang working on the trestle is shown in Figure 
104. The new route across the lake from Ogden to Lucin was named the 
Lucin Cutoff. A station was built on pilings in the middle of the 
trestle and in the early days trains would stop allowing the passengers 
to get off and view the lake as shown in Figure · 105. 
In recent years trains have been required to reduce speed while 
crossing the trestle, although its pilings have been well preserved by 
the salty brine. The trestle has .also been ravaged by several fires; 
however, it was always quickly repaired and rail service restored. 
Figure 106 is a view of the trestle as it appears today (1966). 
A rock and gravel fill has been built to replace the aging 
trestle , It required three years to complete (1956-1959). Views of 
the construction are shown in the Minerals Section in Figures 22 to 
25, and a train crossing the rock fill is shown in Figure 107. 
With the coming of the rails to Utah, a railroad was soon built 
from Ogden to Salt Lake City. This was called the Utah Central Rail-
road·. One of their early engines is shown in Figure 109. 
The Utah Northern Railroad Company organized to extend the rails 
from northern Utah into southern Idaho. They began construction at 
Three Mile Creek (now Perry) in 1871 and completed the rails north 
through Brigham City, over the Collinston hill, and on to Franklin, 
Idaho, in 1874. By 1878 construction was begun to extend this line on 
Figure 102. Pile driver s completing the Lucin Cutoff trest le in 1903 . 
Work proceeded from both shores t owa rd this meeting point . Th i s view 
is looking n ortheast. 
Figure 103. The same event pictured above fr om a different vi ew looking 
northwest. A t otal of 38 ,256 piles were used in this construction 
across t he Grea t Salt Lake. Trestle cost was $4,500 , 000. 
Figure 104. The great trestle shown under construction across Great 
Salt Lake in 1903. This view is looking west. 
Figure 105. Midlake Station on the great trestle in about 1908. The 
passenger trains stopped here in the early days and let t h e passengers 
enjoy the splendid view of the lake from this point. 
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Figure 106. Some trains still cross t he trestle today (1966). Salt 
formation can be seen on the pilings near the water line. This view 
was taken from the east end of the trestle looking west. 
Figure 107, A freig ht train coming in from the west on the new rock 
fill causeway that was bui l t to replace the aging trest l e. Cost of 
t he new causeway was $49 mi llion. 
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Figure 108. Canal construction work through the Bear River Gorge. The 
old wooden railroad trestle, built in 1890, can be seen across the 
gorge Snow slides were a menace to early trains that traveled this 
fearfu l route. 
Figure 109. This old "Diamond Stack," on the Utah Central, is typical 
of the ea r l y engines that puffed through Box Elder County . 
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north into Montana . hi was a a r ow auge l ine which was changed 
to broad gauge i 1890 , Wh~;-n th broad gauge was installed it was 
laid over , or str add l e , the na r r o ga g hich prevented any inter-
ruption of train ser ice , At this time the grade was also changed 
from over Co l lin ~ ton i ll to the r oute currently used through the 
Bear River ·-orge . :he cana ls , fo r irr i gation in the Bear River Valley, 
were als o under construction about this same time. Figure 108 shows 
the old wooden railroad tre s tle in the Gorge shortly after its comple-
tion and a lso construe ion on the ana l. The first broad gauge (stand-
ard gauge) tra in r an .. r om "Butte to Sa l t Lake Cit on October 4, 1890. 
This elimina ted al l c anli~g car s a nd fr e i ght transfer s at Ogden and 
Pocatello . Eng ine "9 811 was th e first s t nda r d ga ge engine through 
and i mmediate l y f ol owing was the fir s t pa ssenger train. Lorenzo 
Jensen of Brigha Ci c· was the conducto r., 
The Halad Va l .y .- entral Ra ilroad mp a y organized just after 
the turn of the cen r.y and bu il t a railroad f r oo righam City to 
Ka lad . I daho . FigurE. 110 shows the. first train , an old diamond stack, 
a rrivi ng a ::1alad . dah ,1 , ov er this rai lro d on J anua r y 1 , 1906. This 
road is now own d. by Jn i on Pacific a nd a t ra i n sti 1 runs to Malad 
once a da y, l eavir_g ~ righa'!, ity at 8 ~ 00 a .m. 
As ea r l y a .89 2 _. :r.r i g;ham City m rchan a sked t he Utah Hot Springs 
Railwa y ompany t.o extend th e i r line t o Bri gham City . At that time this 
electric railway ra n fro~ Ogd en to Hot Springs. his line later became 
part of the Ogden Rapid Co pany whic h did ex t end the electric line to 
Brigham City i n 1.910. ..he line was bui lt al o g t he state highway from 
Ogden t o r i gha ~h~re i t was r ou t ed alon t he center of Main Street to 
Figure 110. This old engine, a diamond stack, puffed from Brigham 
City t o Malad on January 1 , 1906, to be the first train to arrive 
at Malad on the Malad Valley Central Railroad. 
Figure 111 . The electric street cars on Brigham City's Main Street 
in 1916. Thomas Slatter was motorman on this line for many years. 
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the intersection of Main and Forest Streets and then down Forest Street 
to the O.S.L. Depot. Thomas Slatter was the motorman on this line for 
many years. A photograph of the electric railway on Brigham City's 
Maint Street is shown in Filgure 111. An electric railway was also 
built in Ca che Valley about this same time and in 1914 the two rail-
roads merged forming the Ogden, Logan, and Idaho Railroad Company. (The 
O.L. & I . was often called the "Ole".) Two routes were surveyed to join 
the electric railway from Brigham to Logan . The one gaining much favor 
was through Box Elde r Canyon, Dry Lake, and Wellsville Canyon to Wells-
ville; however, the route ove r Collinston hill was the one finally 
selected . This railroad was completed from Ogden to Logan on October 
14, 1915. It was also extended to Preston in the same year. At this 
time the electric railway rout e from Brigham to Ogden was moved off the 
highway to a new grade farther to the west. The route over Collinston 
hill followed on some of the same road-bed that the Utah Northern (a 
steam line) built in 1874 and later abandoned when they built through 
the Bear River Gorge in 1890 . Construction on the O.L. & I. in 1915 
over Collinston hill is shown in Figure 112 . One of the first O.L.& I. 
freight trains in Logan is shown in Figure 113. 
On J anuary 1, 19 18, the Ogden, Logan and Idaho Railroad Company 
(O.L. & I.) changed its name to the Utah- Idaho Central Railroad Company 
(U.I.C.) . The name was changed because of plans to extend the railroad 
farther into Idaho and also to prevent confusion of freight shipments 
with the O.S.L. 33 
The U. I.C . was powered by 1600 volts, direct current . This was 
33The Box Elder News, Dec. 28, 1917. 
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Figu re 112. Filling of a ravine on Collinston hill when t he O.L. & I. was 
bui l t from Brigham City to Logan in 1915 . 
Figure 113. One of the first O.L. & I. freight trains to arrive in 
Logan. The year was 1916. 
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uppl ied f rom rotary ·onverter loca ted in the Rot Spring and Dewey-
ville substations (and others i n Cache Valley). These substations 
rece ived power from the Utah Power and Light Company 44 kilovolt line, 
t hrough a bank of trans formers. A large a luminum feeder, approximately 
l inch i n diameter, paralleled the copper trolley wire and was connected 
to it occasionally. The rail s, which were bonded at each connection 
with a copper strap , served a s the return circuit. 
The U.I.C. continued operation until 1947 and in its latter years 
operated in a state of poor r epair. The strikes in the coal industry 
in 1946 further reduced the meager freight income necessar y to sustain 
operation and the ra ilroad filed with the I.C.C. for abandonment on 
December 18 , 1946. On March 18, 1947, the rast: t ra in ran from Preston 
to Ogden a nd thus brought to a close the longest electric r ailroad in 
t he West . Sboh-a f t er , the Hyman-Michaels C mpany of Chica go began the 
alvage operation of taking up the rails and dismantling t he trolley. 
The remai s of two sub stations still stand in Box Elder County. Thes e 
ar e the Hot Springs and Deweyville substations mentioned earlier. The 
depot at Willard still stands in good repair and has been converted 
into a r es idenc e . The west face of the Brigham Ci ty Depot is still 
eviden t i n t he Owens Ga r age Bu ilding wh i ch was c ~structed a~ound the 
old depot. 
Some Brigham City people who were employed by U.I.C. are as 
follows: Agents, Mr. Horsley, Theodore Schneider, Platt L. Clark, and 
C. L . Hansen; Clerks, Mack Housley and Idaho Ros enbaum; Freight Agents, 
J ame Va lentine and James Nelson; Lineman , Orion Eskelsen; Substation 
Operator, Cyril Housley, Motormen , Glen Mecham and Cecil Williams; Sec-
tion Foreman, Leonard Wells. 
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Figure 114. The Brigham Ci ty Ai r port . I t s main runway was recently 
improved, paved, and extended to 5,000 feet in length. 
Figure 115. Th e Tr emonton Air port serves the Bear River Valley . 
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Figure 116. Small aircraft, such as these at the Tremonton Airport, 
a re used by individuals and companies f or fast transportation between 
c ities. 
Figure 117. These are small a ircraft parked at the Br igham City Airpor t. 
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Air Transportation 
Brigham City and Tremonton both have modern airports and landing 
strips designed to serve the sma ller aircraft. The Brigham City run-
way is 5,000 feet long and will accommodate most modern day aircraft 
except the faster j ets. John Weir has been the manager of the Brigham 
Airport for many years. The Brigham Airport is seen in Figure 114 and 
the Tremonton in Figure 115. Emergency landing strips are maintained 
by the F .A .A. at Promo nt ory Point and Lucin . These locations with 
their ass oc i ated b•eacons are shown in the Communications Section in 
Figures 122 and 124. 
Communication 
Early Communication and the Telegraph 
Early communication in Box Elder County ·was ·carried by wagon train 
and horseback. Typical wagon trains of the early days are shown in 
Figures 80 and 90. Later the Pony Express and the Stages considerably 
increased the speed of communication. By the early 1860's a transconti-
nental telegraph line had been completed. On May 10, 1869, the telegraph 
carried to the nati on the exact moment of the driving of the golden spike 
at Promontory . The telegraph line that paralleled the first railroad 
as it was completed can be see n clearly in Figure 88 and also in some 
of the other early railroad photographs. The poles carried one small 
cross arm and appeared to be only a two wire line . 
The Deseret Telegraph Company was organized in the early 1860's 
~y esid ent Brigham You ng and its lines were extended from St. George, 
Utah, to Paris, Idaho. According to the E. S. Glover "Bird's Eye View 
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of Brigham Ci ty" 34 the Deseret Telegraph Office in Brigham City was 
located in a building adjacent to the Tithing Office on Young Street 
in 1875. (As located today this site would be approximately 68 South 
First West.) The telegraph line ran north to Forest Street and then 
down Forest Street to the U.N.R.R. Depot where it joined the line that 
paralleled the railroad. The Brigham Bugler of January 10, 1891, re-
ported somewhat conflicting information as follows: 
At last Brigham has an up-town telegraph office. A Deseret 
Office was opened this week in The Bugler Building. It is 
in the center of town, half a block west of the Bank of 
Brigham City. Messages accepted to all points in and out 
of Utah. Up to now the telegraphic business here has been 
extremely unsatisfactory. The w~stern Union office was 
three-quarters of a mile from town. 
This indicates that Western Union was probably located in the Depot 
west of town at this time and that the Deseret Telegraph Company may 
have discontinued their service here for a period prior to that time. 
The Telephone 
The first telephone company to serve Brigham City was the Rocky 
Mountain Bell Telephone Company who received a franchise to serve the 
city on December 3, 1889, and installed the first telephone, a toll 
station, in Dr. J. D. Wade's office. When John : E. Baird became toll 
agent the phone was moved into the library. Mr. Baird answered the 
phone and carried messages to the people in town. 35 The following tax 
assessed in 1892 gives a comparison of the telephone and telegraph 
34rhe E. S. GJ.over "Bird's Eye View of Brigham City" is a drawing 
of Brigham City made in 1875 as it appeared from the mountain east of 
Brigham City and shows in great detail the locations of buildings in the 
city in that day. One of the original prints is located in the Relic 
Hall in Brigham City. 
35Information from Baird Family Records in possession of Florence 
Lee Baird, Brigham City. 
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companies operating in this vicinity and their relative holdings: 
Western Union, office furniture, wires, etc., $18,279.35 
Deseret Telegraph Co., office furniture, wire, etc., $309.50 
Rocky Mtn. Bell Telephone, telephones, wire, etc., $822.45 
The office of the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone Company as it appeared 
about 1903 is shown in Figure 118 . 
The Utah Independent Telephone Company also had lines and a 
switchboard in Brigham City. They applied for a franchise on April 30, 
1905. The franchise was granted because it was felt that Rocky Moun-
tain Bell was not giving adequate service. Aurilla Hansen served as 
an operator on the switchboards of both companies and said there was 
no interconnection between the two . This made it awkward for the 
people of the community to communicate unless they were subscribers 
with the same company. The independent company finally withdrew allev-
iating this problem. Since that time Brigham City has been served by 
only one company. The building shown in Figure 119 (now occupied by 
the B.P.O.E.) was the office of the Mountain States Telephone and Tele-
graph Company in Brigham City for many years. The front part was the 
office and the switchboards were to the rear. As the demand for tele-
phones increased more, switchboard positions were added in the building 
until it became necessary to move the business office. This was moved 
to 142 South Main Street for several years and soon a new telephone 
building was built at 45 East Second South. This building was occupied 
early in 1960 by the office and dialing equipment and is shown as it 
appears today (1966) in Figure 120. 
On February 6, 1960, the 5,394 telephones- ·in the Brigham City 
area were "cut over" to dial service. At 12:00 midnight of February 6, 
Figure 118. The Ro cky Mount ain Bell Te l ephone Co. in about 1903. Left 
to right, Jarvis Kof ord, b oy; Sarah Mathia s, operator; Helena Carter , 
op erator; John E. Baird , ma nager; Ro sa Johan s en, operato r ; Rena Ba ird, 
ch i ef opera t or ; C. Elias Jensen , l ineman . Notice th e old br ea st micro-
ph ones and ea r phones used by the oper a t ors and the climbing s pikes on 
the linema n . The location is 28 South Main, Brigham City. 
Figure 119. Th is bui l ding at 20 East 1st South i n Brigham City, now 
occupied by B.P.O.E ., was the te lephone office f or many y ear s and 




Figure 120. The new telephone bui l ding in Brigham City became oper-
a t ional in 19 60 when the ci t y converted to d ial. The microwave tower 
was bui l t in 1965 and communicates with Cache Valley and on north via 
the ref l ectors shown be low. 
Figure 121 . These passive reflectors l oca ted on the mounta in top east 
of Brigham reflect t he microwave ci rcuits from Brigham to Cache 
Valley . The jeep in the center gives some idea of their size. 
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1960, the large cables tying th e system to the old switchboards were 
cut with large cable cu tters , switching was complete, and the dial 
system in the new building became operational by 12:01 a.m. Mayor 
Ruel M. Eskelsen, with some ceremony, made the first call on the new 
dial system . Gone forever was the familiar "number please"; automation 
had taken over. The entire program of conversion to dial in Brigham 
City cost the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company $800,000. 
Further automation of the telephone system, direct distance dialing, 
was instigated in Brigham City on June 2, 1963. 
The long distance lines that span the country require occasional 
amplification to keep the voice currents up to intelligible levels. 
Many circuits are carried simultaneously over each wire . This is 
accomplished by carrier current techniques, . each circuit having its 
own frequency. A repeater of amplifying station on the long distance 
lines is located by the highway just south of Bear River City, shown 
as it appears today (1966) in Figure 126. This repeater was built 
in about 1940 by Western Electric. Oscar Nitz was the engineer in 
charge of installation . 
The telephone company also is using microwave for long distance 
circuits. One of the ir microwave stations is located on the hill about 
2 miles northwest of Garland and is shown in Figure 127. This station 
relays to the Hot Springs station on the south and into Idaho on the 
north. 
Tremonton and vicinity and as far west as Snowville is served by 
the Bear River Telephone Company . This is an independent company which 
has modern dialing equipment to serve its 2700 subscribers. Main offices 
are in Tremonton. 
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The Park Valley and Rosette areas of Box Elder County have had 
some telephone service since 1923 when 34 residents of the area formed 
the Park Valley-Rosette Telephone Company, Inc. Over the years the 
lines were not kept up and service deteriorated . In 1946 when rural 
electric power came to this area it interfered so badly with the few 
remaining phones that the system was abandoned entirely.36 
The Silver Beehive Telephone Company of Grouse Creek, is cur-
rently providing service to the Grouse Creek area. The president of 
this company, Arthur W. Brothers, is planning to extend service to the 
Park Valley and Rosette area by late 1966. This system is connected 
to the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company by microwave 
and began offering long distance service on January 7, 1966. 
A microwave system was installed in 1965 by Mountain States 
Telephone in connection with their new office in Brigham City. As 
shown in Figure 120, the parabolic antenna on the east side of the 
metal tower communicates with the Logan office via the passive re-
flectors on top of the mountain east of Brigham City. These reflectors 
are shown in Figure 121, and require no power for their operation since 
they simply serve as mirrors for the microwaves. 
Miscellaneous Radio Services 
Various radio services have operated in Box Elder County in 
recent years. Some of the more prominent ones are operated by the 
Federal Aviation Agency (F.A.A.) as aids to air traffic control and 
aerial navigation. The Promontory Point F.A.A. station shown in 
36The Box Elder Journal, April 7, 1966, p. 8. 
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Figure 122, broadcasts ··the letters PPU in morse code on a frequency of 
375 kilocycles. The Lucin station, located on the flats about 4 miles 
northeast of Lucin is shown in Figure 123 and broadcasts the letters 
LU in morse code on a frequency of 302 kilocycles. These two stations 
are not currently operating and appear to have been discontinued. The 
Corinne station which broadcasts the letters COU on a frequency of 344 
kilocycles is operating at the time of this writing (1966). These low 
frequency stations have been operated as aids to aerial navigation. 
A few miles northwest of the golden spike monument at Promontory 
Su~it is located a three-way station operated by F.A.A. that picks 
up information from Ashton and Boise, Idaho, and also from Battle 
Mountain, Nevada. This is relayed to Salt Lake through the microwave 
repeater located at West Corinne, shown in Figure 125. 
Radio Broadcasting 
Radio Station KBUH in Brigham City is the only standard broad-
casting station in Box Elder County. It operates on 800 kilocycles with 
a radiated power of 250 watts. Built in 1947 by S. L. Stevens, Sr., 
KBUH has been owned and operated by Wade M. Ebeling since 1949. The 
KBUH transmitter is a Gates BC-lT which shunt feeds a 222 foot top 
loaded tower. This station is located at 948 West Forest Street and 
is shown as it appears today (1966) in Figure 128. 
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Figure 122. F.A.A. radio station (PPU, 375 kilocycles) and beacon at 
Promontory Point. This station was used for air navigation purposes 
but is no longer in service. Beacon served emergency landing strip. 
Figure 123. F.A.A. radio s t ation (LU, 302 kilocycles) located near 
Lucin. This station is no longer u s ed but for a number of years 
served as an air navigation station . 
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Figure 124. F.A.A. radio station (LCU , 115 .6 kilocyc les) and emergency 
landing field locat ed at Lucin in western Box Elder County . 
Figure 125. F.A.A. Fligh t Service Station is located at West Corinne 
and is a microwave repeater for t heir air traffic control system. 
Figure 126. Th is t e l ephone r epeater is located near Bear River City . 
Th es e windowles s buildings located at various locations across t he 
country contain amplifiers to boos t voice signals on the wire lines. 
Figure 127. Th i s Mountain Stat e s Te lephone Company microwave repeat er 
is loca t ed near Garland. Thi s i s t h e link between Hot Springs on the 
s outh a nd into Idaho on t he n orth . 
Figure 128. Radio Broadcasting Station KBUH located in Brigham City. 
KBUH is the only standard broadcasting station in Box Elder County 
and opera tes on 800 kilocycles with a radiated power of 250 watts. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was threefold--to produce a photographic 
record of selected industries in Box Elder County, Utah, to gather in-
teresting and pertinent facts concerning these industries, and to prepare 
the photographic record so that it might be used to teach something about 
industry in a secondary school industrial arts program. The report of 
the study seems to give evidence that the purpose has been accomplished 
satisfactorily. The nature of the study does not lend itself readily to 
drawing profound conclusions as would be the case if an attempt had been 
made to prove some important points. However, the results of the study 
provide a sound basis for the following conclusions: 
A wealth of photographs and information can be found that are useful 
to industrial arts teachers in presenting important phases of industry to 
their students. 
Industries currently operating are generally quite willing to share 
photographs and information as a public relations gesture. To obtain 
early day photographs and information requires much more effort. 
A great deal more information than is presented in this report could 
be written about any of the larger industries such as railroads, mining, 
and electric light and power that have grown and developed in Box Elder 
County. 
The photographs and information compiled in this report should be 
of interest and benefit to a number of civic, religious, or semi-religious 
and social organizations. Some of these are: The Chamher of Commerce, 
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the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat ter - day Saints, the Daughters of Utah 
Pioneers, and the Sons of Utah Pioneers. These organizations could use 
the information for publicity, public relations, as the basis for infor-
mative lectures, or for adding to their fund of historical knowledge. 
I t has been said that a picture is worth a thousand words. As far 
as historical research is concerned, this is perhaps an under-statement. 
The historian searches and researches for the sake of accuracy in his 
writings, but photographs record things exactly as they were and are, 
without question . The record is altered only as time may have faded the 
image or as minute details disappear into the grain of the print when it 
is viewed under a magnifying lens. 
An insight into the development of industry in Box Elder County wa s 
gained, which in many ways is probably typical of the growth of industry 
throughout the United States. A great appreciation was developed for the 
vast expanse of Box Elder County, for its exciting past, and for its 
serene beauty. Missing portions in the history of some industries were 
found and fit ted together. The discovery of old photographs, providing 
"windows into t he past," was thrilling, to say the least. The camera, in 
an instant, had captured a scene exactly as it was then. The printed 
photograph, if it survived the ravages of time, would display its truths 
to later generations . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that this study be continued and extended. Since 
time was a limiting factor, there were many sources that could not be 
searched. Undoubtedly many more old photographs could be found among 
residents of the various communities throughout the county as well as 
in Brigham City and Tremonton . Although many were visited, there were 
many who were not visited because of the time limitation. Any pf the 
various industries such as Electric Light and Power, Manufacturing, Min-
erals, Transportation, and Communication could be pursued in depth as 
individual studies . It is also propos ed t hat this same type of study 
be done in other geographic locations . 
It is recommended that industrial arts teachers at the Intermountain 
School and throughout the county become familiar with this work. By so 
doing, they can enrich the presentation of industry to their students. 
Industries nea r at hand can be shown in their historical setting and 
perhaps field tr ips to some of the places shown on these pages will help 
to relate the growth and development of industry over the past century. 
Color slides were taken of many of the current industries of Box 
Elder County as well as the rema ins of some of the past industries. It 
is recommended that they be reproduced for use in industrial arts class-
rooms as well as by other groups who may be interested. Originals (or 
copies of the originals) of the old photographs could also be reproduced 
for projection to help show the growth and development of industry in 
Box Elder County. 
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Append i x B -.- Forms 
Calendar of Searches 
A sample of this form is shown on pag e 13 7 . This form was used 
to keep an account of ea ch s earch and its results. If a search pro-
duced no pertinent information or photographs, nil was written in the 
results column. If the search was successful w/s was indicated in the 
results column together with a number . The w/s was an abbreviation 
for Work Sheet and the number cross referenced with the search number 
on the Work Sheet Form on which was recorded the information obtained 
as a result of the search. 
Work Sheet 
A sample of this form is shown on page 136. This form was used 
to record information as it was gathered from each successful search. 
The search number on this form cross referenced with the search number 
on the Calendar of Searches. The Work Sheet proved to be valuable to 
the resea r cher in providing for a systemati c gathering of information 
and in prevent ing the omission of needed i nf ormation as each search pr0-
ceeded. 
Calling Card 
This card , shown on age 138, was l eft with individuals contacted, 
to remind them of the research being done and as a ready source of the 
telephone number and address of th e researcher. On several occasions 
people called back and indicated that they had found an old photograph 
or information that proved to be useful in this work. 
13.6 
WORK SHEET 
Classification Date of Search --------------------------- ------Source of Informant 
----------------~--------~------------------Enclosure No. Search No. ____ Vol. Page~----------
Name of Industry or Company ------------------------
Location 
~-----------------------------------------------------Product(s) 
Number of emp loyees ----------------------------------------
Years of operation-----------------------------
Ownership of Industry ----------------------------
Production information ---------------------------------------
Key employees -------~--~~-~~--~---~-~--------­
Permission from source to include information in thesis 
Industry founded by~----~--------------------------------­
Possible source of photographs -------------------------
Notes - Early History - Recent History - Interesting Events - etc. 
CALENDAR OF SEARCHES 
Date No. Source of I nformation Results 
· .. 
SEARCH FOR OLD PHOTOGRAPHS AND INFORMATION 
concerning 
Industries of Brigham City and Box Elder 
County. Old Co-op Industries, Grist and 
Flour Mills, Sugar Refining, Mining and 
Minerals, Electric Light & Power, Cement 
Plant, Railroads, Dairy Manufacturing, etc. 
Phone or visit: 
Phone: 723-6294 
Robert E. Jensen 
444 North 4th East 
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Thesis: A Photographic Record of Selected Industri es of Box Elder County 
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